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ArmySecretary Elvis Stahr To Attend
Jaycee Board Meeting Here In July
Secretary of the Army Elvis J. Stahr, Jr. will be
the guest speaker at the State Board Meeting of the Junior Chamber of Commerce when that group holds its
meeting in Fulton on July 29. The Secretary accepted
the invitation extended to him by telephone several
weeks ago and his acceptance of the invitation came to
the News Editor early this week. The invitation was extended to the famous Hickman, Kentucky resident by
the News Editor on behalf of the local Junior Chamber
of Commerce, who will be hosts to nearly 500 persons
at the two-day meeting in mid-summer.
The acceptance letter from Secretary Stahr follows:

('AN YOU IDENTIFY THESE "LADIES" . . . The eord ladies is in
quotes because. maybe theme folks pictured above are not real ladles.
they're three of the principal
rah. females. women. or aumpin
characters In the Womanlem Wedding and Style !Mow to be sponsored
by the south Fulton P-TA on March 24 You will ere many of South
Fulton's most prominent folks deemed up like this and even fancier
on that Mg night
. but ueli tell you more about the show next
week. 'Irene bile make your plans to attend the fleet hibtrious bit
of entertainment ever held in them parts
. remember the date . .
March 24 at the south Fulton s. hoot. All proceeds go to the South
Felten PTA

Eleven Siudents
Make All 'A's At
Fulton Hi School

lotting/

from

March 7, 1961
Dear Jo:

A total of eleven students have
attained a perfect standing for the
fourth six-weeks of the school
year at Fulton High School, They
are: Thomas Carney Bobby Joe
Hancock, Carl Hurst, Mike Walker,
forth. Duke. and Ophetia Spright,
all seniors; Wanda Cash and Linda
Whitnel. juniors; Lynn Williamson arid Martha Lee DeMyer,
sophomores: and Freddy Wells,
freshman.
There were also forty-two PUS
students who made the all-A and
B Honor Roll.
The seniors on the honor roll
are
Tommy Bowden. Thomas
Carney. James Gordon, Bobby Joe
Hancock. Carl Hurst, Charles
Rice, Mike Walker. Hal Warren,
Tens Bone. Lynn Bushart, Karen
Dublin, Dortha Duke, Brenda Mc
Kell, Nancy
Ophella
O'Nfar.
Speight, Sandra Stephenson, and
Susan Stokes.
Juniors making the honor roll
are: Warren
Nanney. JUruny
Wright, Clete Beggs. Wanda Cash,
Kay Morns. Linda, Pittman, Joy
Stephenson, Scarlet Turner, and
Linda Whitnel.
Those sophomores who made
the honor list are: Douglas McAlister, Tommy Harwood, Barry
Roper. Stanley JeHress, Lynn
Williamson. Mary Bondurant, Faye
Bransford, Martha Lee DeMyer.
Josephine Hancock.
The freshmen making the honor
roll are: Curtis Hancock, Duane
McAlister, Freddy Wells. Carol
Dunn. Lynne Holloway, Judy Patton. and Linda Warren.

I

Rodney Miller Resigns
From Hickman Board
The Fulton
County
School
Board accepted the resignation of
Rodney A. Miller, Board Attorney,
at their regular March meeting
They also granted the request of
the Hickman Junior Chamber of
Commerce. for the use of the
Hickman Grade School gym one
evening in March. A play will be
staged at that time to raise funds
fer local street signs.

Combs Approves Route
Of New Toll Corridor
A Western Kentucky Toll Road
corridor following a southerly
route that roughly parallels U. S.
82 and bypasses Henderson and
Owensboro had the approval of
Governor Bert Combs Tuesday.
The Elizabethtown - to - Paducah highway will begin at the end
of the Kentucky Turnpike, extending westward in the vicinity
of Leitchfield, Beaver Dam, Central City, Greenville, Madisonville,
Princeton and Eddyville.
COINING KNOWLEDGE!
Students from the various clamps at Fulton High School visited
the City National Bank Wednesday to see their valuable coin collection.
RUMMAGE FOR SALE!
Group Nine of the WSCS of the
First Methodist Church will have
a rummage sale Saturday, March
18 in the building formerly occupied by Dr. R. V. Putnam on
Main Street next to Irby's. Good
buys in Spring and summer clothing will be shown on the racks.
HAPPY DAY!
The Sunday School of the South
Fulton Baptist Church will move
into its new building on Sunday
and members are looking forward
to the pleasure of occupying the
building for which they worked
so hard Open house will be held
on Sunday. April 9.

I have been able to work things out so that I can
be in Fulton on July 29. I appreciated your letter ever
so much and I am delighted that I can make it. I will
be looking forward to it.
I am finally getting the family moved to Washington this week. I have never been busier in my life, but
I'm enjoying it.

Note Booki
All I can say is that there ought
to be an easier way to making a
living than being an editor Since
Sunday morning I have wished
intermittenly that I were a fish, a
hunter, a dog, a corpse, or anything that just couldn't talk, because I have had a secret for four
days that has made my ulcer work
overtime. I am happy to say, that
with the grace of God and a firm
determination I kept the secret
front everybody, 'cepting Paul,
who shared my painful ordeal.
You see it was Sunday morning
that I got a letter in the mail from
Secretary of the Army Elvis J
Stabr, Jr., Wben I taw the envelope in the mail I didn't get ton
excited, because I looked for the
worst news about his invitation to
come to Fulton for the big Jaycee
board meeting in July. But when
I opened the letter there was the
hest news I ever received in many
a day.
My first impulse was to call Jim
Young. Paul Kasnow, James
Butts, Richard Thompson or any
member of the Jaycees who could
jump up and down with joy at
the wonderful news in that letter.
But then I thought better. Though
they're the nicest guys in the
,erld I remembered what a city
e4iitor told me one time, He said:
'When you have a secret and you
tell one person it isn't two people
who know it, its one and one,
which, when written together, are
eleven Then that person might
tell another one and it makes
three ones, making one hundred
and eleven" I've rememte.rd that
through the years and every minute of every day I wanted to tell
just somebody to get the knot out
of my chest, but I didn't,
To you the news about Elvis
Stahr's coming here might not
have been such an agonizing event
as it was to me. You might have
rejoiced and told the whole world
about it and that's what I mean.
With printe-es ink in my blood his
coming to Fulton was an event to
behold, but it was also a big newspaper story and we wanted it first
in the News.
One morning I got up and was
having a fine fit of delirium tremors. I thought perhaps Elvis had
written his parents in Hickman
and they in turn would let the
news out and there would go my
big story in smoke. So T cautiously
called Mrs. Stahr one morning and
asked if she had heard from Elvis.
Continued on Page Four

With very best regards.
Sincerely,
Elvis
Elvis J. Stahr, Jr.
Secretary of the Army

ARMY SECRETARY ELVIS J. STAHR, JR. is pictured here, at lett, reading a four foot long letter
of eongratulations from his home folks in F'ultoei
County Pictured with the Secretary is Geferal
Prather also • native of Hickman. The letter was

sent to the Army Secretary following the polio
drive in January when persons signing the letter
made contributions to the polio drive Secretary
Stahr will have an opportunity to visit with all the
borne folks when he visits Fulton in July.

James Butts, Fulton Group To Visit
Three Stales On Combs'Tourist Group
James 0. Butts, one of Fulton's most prominent
and outstanding young businessmen has been named a
member of the state-wide, six-member "Explore Kentucky Week," which will visit the Governors of eleven
states to invite them to explore the tourst attractions of
Kentucky. Serving with Mr. Butts on the committee are
Governor Bert T. Combs, Wendell Ford, executive secretary to the Governor, Gil Kingsbury, director of the
State's Tourist and Travel Commission and vice-president of the Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, Darrel
Hughes, president of the Kentucky Junior Chamber of
Commerce and John Cashman of Bowling Green and
Robert Cox, chairman of the Governor's "Explore Kentucky Week."
Mr. Butts' appointment also affords a delegatio'
from Fulton the opportunity to join the committee ti
tell the governors of Arkansas, Missouri and Illinois all
about the twin cities.
Mr. Butts has been assigned the
three States to visit and will call
on the Mayon% of the larger cities
in those States and peeeent Mayors and Governors gifts from
Kentucky and from Fulton. Mr.
Butts' committee will consist of a
two-car motorcade and he said
that perhaps five Jaycee Members from Fulton will go along
and the other members of the
delegations to be selected from
other sections of the State.
The appointment of Mr. Butts
to this all-important committee
brings to Fulton one of the highest appointments made in Fulton
by Governor Combs. And it
couldn't happen to a nicer guy or
a more hard-working fellow.
Mr. Butts has distinguished
himself as a member of the local

Jaycee group as well as the district and State and National organizations. Presently serving as
chairman of religious activities
for the State Junior Chamber of
Commerce, he has also served as
a State Director in the Senior
Stale Chamber of Commerce, the
youngest person ever to serve on
that imporGnt board.

He is presently unopposed as a
candidate for president of the
local Junior Chamber of Commerce. He is a colonel on the Governor's staff and was recently
commissioned a colonel on the
staff of the Commissioner of Public Safety. He has attended two
State and one national Jaycee
convention and 12 State board
meetings. He is the son of Mrs.
T. D. Butts and the late Mr. Butts.
He is married to the former Patsy

JAMES

Burrs

Killebrew and they have one
daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Butts attended a
meeting of the "Explore Kentucky" group in Frankfort last
week. While at the meeting plans
were formulated to launch a tremendous tourist promotion campaign, which includes among
other things, an invitation to an
Alaskan family to visit in Kentucky for one week as guests of
the Commonwealth. The family
will be shown the high points of
interest in Kentucky and for a
part of the visit will be housed
and entertained at Kentucky Lake.
(Come to Fulton, maybe).
Meanwhile local Jaycees are
busily making plans to tell the
story of the twin cities to the
Continued on Page Four

Fulton High Lassies To Accent
Famed Jackie Kennedy In Parade
By Karen Dublin
At the spring season rapidly approaches, the fashion -conscious
girls at Fulton High School are
spending long hours trying to decide what te wear on Easter
morning.
The 'Jackte Kennedy" look,
popular throughout the country,
has caught the fancy of many FHS
girls. This outfit, composed of a
light-colored, two-piece suit and
large pill-bok hat, has been chosen
by many of the junior and senior
girls, including Joyce Owens and
Linda Whitnel.
The sheath or full dress with
short cropped jacket will be worn
by Elaine Beggs, Ophelia Speight
and Judy Copeland, along with
several others, in a wide variety
of colors ranging from the very
popular lavender to the old favorites, navy blue and bright red.
One of the favorite spring outfits will be the suit with pleated
skirt and short jacket. These
range in color from Judy Moore's

Urge Citizens To Join Groups To Help
Develop Beauty,Resources Of Fulton
Four of the ten major committees of the newly activated Twin
City Cities Development Association have completed their organizational meetings and appointed
chairmen. They are: Beautification, Mrs. Ward Bushart, chairman: Recreation and Culture,
Louis Weaks, chairman; Urban
Development, James W. White,
chairman and Education, Spirtual
Welfare and Youth, W. L. Cottrell,
chairman.
On Wednesday after the News
went to press the Tourist, Agriculture and Retail Trade committees
were to meet and complete their
organizations
Meanwhile the Health and Sanitation, Industrial development and

Coming Derby Has Editor's Off-Spring Shooting'Em Up Al Track
(Maybe we have another
Mickey Spillane in the family.
Maybe the young fellow Is seeing too many TV murders. Maybe he's a real writer, who
knows? Anyhow we found anotlser example of a budding
writer in our household and this
one le worth reading for reasons
the editor knows not why
Race Track Mystery
By R. Paul Weetpheling 111
One bright cool day in May, two
weeks before the Kentucky Derby,
Old Sugar Foot lay In her stall
daring outside of the gate Her
master, Charles Palmer, came In

and gave her a fierce stroke down
her neck. In the other stalls, there
were such horses as Spotted Fever,
Yeller Dog, and Balky Mule.
They were all asleep. It was three
o'clock in the afternoon and
Charles went away.
The hours passed slowly, one by
one like years. Then suddenly a
man in a tall dark suit was talking
to Mr. Palmer. A little boy by
the name of John, Mr Palmer's
son, was coming around the corner of the building when he heard
his father shouting, "Please, Mr.
Jackson. give me a little longer
to pay the debt."
He said, "No, you .td dog.

Either pay or you'll be sorry"
Two days passed. He had another visit from the man, but this
time he had a gun. He said, I've
come to collect."
Mr. Palmer went over to the
safe and opened it; then he remembered he had a loaded gun in
the safe drawer in case of emergency. He opened the safe slowly
only to see a little crack by the
door. It was his son He forgot
about his trouble and drew the
gun on the men but he was not
fast enough. One shot, two shots,
and then a "clunk" and Mr. Palmer died.
Frantic with fear, John hasten-

ed to the window, opened it and
jumped out to call the policeman
around the corner. When they got
back, they found a large crowd
gathered around the body.
Quickly the policeman called
headquarters and gent out an A.
P. B. Soon they traced the name
to a man called Jack Johnson
who had pretended to be Mr.
Jackson. But he would not reveal
the identity of the real boss. However, after long hours of questioning, he finally revealed him.
The next day every cop in the
city was on his trail.
Now the Derby was only two
days away and there had been

pale gray to Sandra William's
bright melon.
Silk and linen seem to be the
best-liked fabrics, with the new
"sheer" wools running a close
second.
Black patent accessories, picked
by Linda Whitnel, Julia Woods,
Sheri Elliott, and others, will be
in high fashion this spring. Other
colors chosen are white, red, bone,
and orchid.
Besides the very popular pillbox, the favorites among hats are
the small bands and veils. One
well-known senior girl. Judy
Moore also commented that she
wanted "a big pointed hat with
lots of flowers"!
Almost everybody agrees that
white gloves are "in" this Easter,
although a few including Sandra
Stephenson and Optielia Speight,
will wear gloves to match the
color of their dresses.
All in all, it seems like a bright
and colorful Easter here in Fulton,
at least among the students of
Fulton High.

much excitement.
The real boss was going to
make an attempt to kill the boy
and the horse because only he
knew what he looked like. The
police know this and set a trap It
was all over in a few moments
One shot killed him. He didn't
want to be exposed so he shot
himself.

Transportation and Communication committee meetings have
been postponed until March 17.
At an organization meeting of
the newly formed groups last Friday, John Sullivan was named to
serve as its first chairman. Mrs.
Anna Belle Edwards was elected
secretary. A complete list of the
committee members will be published when the organization has
been completed. Leaders of the
new association urge interested
citizens to make their committee
selection and join their neighbors
in making the twin cities a better
community in which to live.

Fulton To Host
Inter-City Golf
Meeting In July
The annual Inter-City Golf Association tournament will be held
at the Fulton Country Club on
July 11 and 12 of this year. This
was announced at the association's
meeting held at the Derby Cafe,
Friday afternoon.

The tournament, usually held in
Jackson, is being held here due to
the fact that the Jackson Club is
No one will ever know who was to be host to the Tennessee State
working with him, or who was the 'I'ournament this year
"info" mad, but we know We
The Inter-City asimeiation in
have their leader. Later after two
composed of clubs from Jackson,
the
caught
rest
years we finally
of them, thus ending a terrible Union City, Humboldt, Dyersburg,
Milan, Paris, and Fulton.
crime syndicate.

Twenty-four Tourists In Town Every Night Can
Be Equivalent.To $100,000.00 Payroll Annually
are to be established at Covington,
The new and re-vitalized Tourist
Paducah, Somerset, Bowling Green,
and Travel Commission of the State
Lexington, on the Kentucky Turnof Kentucky is going all out these
pike and on Interstate 75 in Kenton
tourist
available
days to catch every
Two will be of new construcCounty.
dollar that will be spent in these
tion. The others will be located in disUnited States this year. Statistics
trict highway offices. More are being
prove that if 24 tourists stay in your
planned in other state office buildtown overnight all during the year it
ings.
will be the equivalent of a $100,000.7. Two television motion picture
00 annual payroll.
films of 15 minutes duration each.
With the approach of the tourist
One tells the story of the state parks
season in Kentucky, these plans are
and shrines; the other is on Kentucky
in varioush stages of completion by
history. Editing now underway.
the Tourest and Travel Commission.
8. Organization of a Speakers'
1. A co-operative effort with
Bureau to provide various civic and
Kentucky newspaper editors and
luncheon clubs with programs, inothers on a compilation of all tourist
movies.
cluding
attractions in Kentucky, especially
9. Preparation of packets of brothose on the county level. Such a
chures and maps to be distributed by
plan, it is believed, will give visitors
state troopers.
added reason to linger longer in the
10. Publication of a map of roadstate.
side parks in an effort to encourage
2. Opening of the tourist season, additional travel.
a promotion in co-operation with one
In addition to these activities of
Kentucky's leading organizations.
the Division, Commissioner Edward
Announcem—xt to be made shortly.
Fox of the Department of Parks is
This project will be on a regional and
busy with his duties, preparing for
national basis.
the summer season. He has instructed
3. Specialized efforts to acquaint
all his park managers to compile a list
school children with the state's heritof all motels, hotels and other accomage and history. Information now enmodations in order to be of maximum
route to school principals.
assistance to our visitors.
On top of all that, the commis4. Distribution of tourist literasioner is also busy with construction
ture published by motels, hotels, boat
plans in connection with the park exdocks, etc., along with distribution of
pansion program.
state park brochures and maps.
The division has been receiving
5. Compilation of a list of antique
and answering inquiries at the rate of
shops, handicraft sales rooms and
5000 a week'and the out-of-state adsimilar specialized places of particuvertising is still to be published. New
lar interest to the distaff side of the
literature is expected shortly from
traveling public.
the printers.
6. Tourist information centers
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Want To Bet?
By John Marino
There need be nothing evil or sinful in gambling—provided the one
who bets has a fair chance of winning
and is not depriving his family of food
or the bill collector of payment.
Gambling can be as legitimate as
fishing or watching a ball game.
WHO HASN'T sparked a slow golf
game with a little side bet or made a
dull bridge session take on life by betting a few cents on each hundred
points scored? Most people want to be
counted in when the World Series
pool is circulated at the office or factory. They're not afraid to take a
chance on a new car if the quarter or
dollar they fork over will aid some orphanage or boy's club.
Gambling of this kind isn't likely
to deprive any infant of his bottle of
milk. But when the stakes overreach
sensible limits and when gambling
grows into a multibillion dollar enterprise, then it's no longer an innocent
sport. It becomes a nation-wide social
disease.
FEEDNG COINS into a slot machine is hardly the formula for getting rich. A mechanism inside the machines cruelly regulates the number
of times the spinning disks halt at
three lemons or three oranges. Some
machines are fixed to produce as low
as a 10 or 15 per cent return. Yet millions of dollars are poured annually
into the mechanical monsters.
Bets placed with bookmakers on
the outcome of professional boxing,
golfing matches, and football and basketball games add up to another three
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

by

McF•stiers

I WitSTELL Alt
SPACE
SEARCH
STATION

seen If the courts of the newts,seceded Louisiana would honor
the decision of the National Supreme Court. (Southern members
still sat on the Court.)
The Gaines Court Case had
been running for twenty years and
involved a series of •marriages,
bigamy, desertions, and various
escapades including the destruction of marriage papers by her
Father. The settlement of the
Court depended on the validity of

the marriage of the parents of
Mrs. Gaines. Mrs. Gaines Mother
was first married to a man who
proved to be a bigamist, therefore
she claimed her second marriage
to Mr. Gaines was her legal marriage. During the following years
both Mr. and Mrs. Gaines remarried seemingly without benefit of
Court orders. The Gaines Case
evidently afforded more cheerful
reading than did the discussion of
the Ft Sumter situation.

Kentucky Windage

ri)
t

By P. W.

Is there a certain speed limit turn down, and fall down.
As the main said, 'Life is full of
on that section of the by-pass between Riceville and the Mayfield ups and downs.'
highway junction near Hiliview
Hospital? If SO, none is indicated
As the result of a long look at
and we wonder how ally arrests the human race, I have concluded
violations
alleged
for
on this route
that there is no need for anyone
can be justified, particularly In to be unattractive, or let WI 4,8
the caw of innocent travelers en- repulsive.
•
tering the stretch from out-ofThe misfortune of those who are
limits
60-50
the
where
routes
town
handicapped in face, figure, and
"We just picked up tie first worth frees amoither planet
prevail:The fact that West Park- other endowments of nature is
'Where were you hot might. Yea
way, a continuation of this that they so often also see;
n to
stretch, is marked "35" doesn't lack taste. They are likely to be
other
this
concern
necessarily
slovens in dress, posture, and
stretch.
cleanliness. They neglect their
a
be
must
there
sure
We're
hair, footwear, clothes, headgear,
FROM THE FILE:—
limit .. but it should be so post- hands, fingernails, and necks.
ed!
Every day I am dismayed by the
And while we're on-the subject. specimens I pass on the streets.
since there is a city ordinance Don't retort that it takes • lot of
prohibiting parking on bridges in money to look smart. It costa
the city, why not apply it to ALL something, but it also costs somelege, playing
Mardi 21, 11141
thing to keep a car spick and span.
of them.
Twelve students from Fulton
The Muskegon, Michigan baseThe automotive advertisers tell
anreads
the
"1961"
enter
that
will
School
know
High
Did you
ball team will bring twenty-six of
us every ten minutes that it's time
or
down
upside
way
nual scholastic meet at Murray
same
the
its members to Fulton for spring
for a checkup. It would be a pubCollege on April 5. The group inright-side up' We are indebted to_ lic service if we were reminded
practice beginning April 6.
City
cludes: Betty Lou McClellan,
Larry Stone of the Central
every few days that • personal
Messenger-Argus for this pro- checkup is in order.
Kathrine Brittian, Mary Cary
Central High of Clinton defeatJohnson, Nell Luten Bard, W. H. ed Tilghman of Paducah In the
found information, which Larry
--William Panther
Taylor, Charles Pigue, Ouida Jewdiscovered while photographing a
finals of the First Regional Tourell, Tommy Jones, Jack Moore, nament at Murray last weekend.
girl holding a "1961" sign. Larry
"An immense amount of scientiBobby Lynch, The Clinton squad ncluded Binthen sat down and figured that
Billie Hassell,
fic research proves that the autoJames Hagan and Elzabeth Smith. ford and Creed, forwards: Montthis hasn't happened since 1881
Motive seat belt is the most efand won't happen again until the
gomery. Center; Weatherford and
fective tangle itwn of protective
year 6009
Bob White assumed his job as
Morris, guards.
equipment available to reduce the
president of the Chamber of
tax toll of traffic injuries and deaths"
federal
your
where
is
This
a
at
Virnight
Commerce Monday
The marriage of Dorothy
The National Safety Council,
dollar will go. under the fiscal
meeting in the Rainbow Room.
ginia Cook of Fulton and Frey
the American Medical Association
1962 budget:
Drt•wry of Union City was anand the U. S Department of
National security, 57 cents.
Joe Beadles, son of Mr. and
nounced this week. The couple
Health, Education and Welfare
cents
11
debt.
on
Interest
is
Fulton
Mrs. Joe Beadles of
were married Democratic 21, 1940.
join in this endorsement of the
Veterans. 6 cents.
currently ranked at the top among
belt, 'reports Tom Mahoney in a
Agriculture, 8 cents
Texas half-milers having won this
Mr. and Mrs Rginald WilliamMarch Reader's INgest article, "A
Paying off debt. 2 cents
event in the first two major state
son announce the birth of a son,
Seat Belt Could Save Your Life"
cents.
18
other,
All
senior
meets this season. He is a
Ray Brady. March 14 at the FulIn any collision, an automobile
And this is where the budget
at Abilene Christian college.
ton hospital
is stopped suddenly but the people
or four billion dollars each year.
dollar comes from:
unless restrained in some
Innocent sport? Harmless recreaIndividual income tax, $5 cents. inside,
Big stage show plus full length
The Lions Club of Fulton held
way, keep going --smashing Into
cents.
25
taxes,
Corporation
gain
who
tion? Hardly. The hoodlums
movie next week at the Orpheum
its Ladies Night banquet at the
some part of the interior or, worse,
Excise taxes. 12 centstheatre: Adrassion 10c to all At
Methodist Church with about one
being thrown out. The risk ot sercontrol of gambling rackets corrupt
Other receipts, 8 cents.
Lake
on
Theatre
Strand
the
prespersons
thirty
hundred and
ious injury or death is five times
our government.
Street, Mickey Rooney and Judy
ent. R. E. Sanford, president. welfor the person who is
greater
To a newspaper editor, a reader
Garland are being teatorde in
THE UNDERWORLD'S top
comed the visitors. Following the
ejected than for the person who
wrote!
Fulthe
At
Band."
the
Up
banquet a dance was enjoyed at "Strike
a car in an accident.
thugs, for example, at a 1957 meeting
'Why is the little word "up" stays inside
ton Theatre "Gone With the
the Elks Club with the Billy ShelSeat belts, properly installed
used so frequently when it makes
are reported to have mapped out a
Wind" was being shown.
the article. can
ton orchestra from Murray Colsays
worn,
and
no sense? I mean such as, fill up,
take-over in Nevada. Plans called for
60 percent of the 30.000
warm up, close up, freeze up, dry save 30 to
annually in
killed
a carefully selected political stooge to
up, clam up, shut up. move up. Americans
by holding drivers
wash up, break up. tear up, join automobiles
be moved into the governor's chair.
None of
place
in
passengers
and
up, cut up, give up, hurry up.
killed last
THE ANSWER is, of course, honup drive up, call up, use up, the 442 motorists
slow
D•T
A,, thaterleal rewlee. et TVIC CIVIL WILK
Fourth of July wore belts.
and hush up.'
est government by officials who can(hlatorial I. less voleheolloo of mono •ne aaaaaof rears ago. ofIlIn•I
The writer contrasts a minor
Why not
Imme reforonees In the Ubrase of few/tree. Waekiaaten feweertie•
weet
Why up? he asked
not be bought. But good government
wall le be felt la &evente, eat.
I. lb. /moors wee sweetly very wee-eldalle
Dallas car crash in which his
down?
foroeerv• • notional balsa. . . . ED).
hurt
is achieved only when an honest and
Actually there are plenty of mother, who had no belt, was
DT WILLLIJE IL IlellInfaT
accident
downs such as settle down, call fatally, with a high speed
alert citizen demands it. As long as
which
in
down, write down, boil down, pay near San Simeon, Calif..
If we can forget that the tragic that the Southern State, were wAmericans remain indifferent to the
eeding, e hat about the postal
down count down, pipe down, let police credited belts with saving
happenings of the spring of 1861
Involved.
gambling menace and actually apRepublicans?
men appointed by
down. break down, back down. the lives of the two men
led to the holocaust of the Civil
A MAIL AGENT IN TROUBLE
prove of it by their whole-hearted
War, we can get some fun from
•
•
said one headline. A Mr- Crook
reading the newspapers of the
participation, little improvement can
had 'lately been appointed by the
time. The weeks between the inbe expected.
Lincoln administration as mall
auguration of Lincoln in Washagent on the Alexander railroad
Gambling has been in existence
ington, and the opening of the
which ran south to Charlottesville,
were
Sumter
Ft.
on
cannonade
for a long time. The game of dice can
Va. Mr. Crook was 'waited on' by
marked with noise and shouting
be traced back to the 13th Century
a committee of citizens who inwhich showed the nervous tenthat
is
make
to
bet
safe
formed him in a polite manger
B. C. A pretty
sion of the people.
that he had better throw up his
gambling will be around to the end of
For instance, In Wythville, Vircommission and retire, or he
ginia, a 'house of illfame" had
time.
would be dealt with according to
long irked the people of that
his deserts as a Republican." He
But like most things in life, gamtown, but suddenly the city fathfurther told that he would
bling must be used reasonably. When
ers felt they were pushed too far. was
be permitted to scatter his
The citizens, said the papers, de- 'not
it is not used reasonably. it begins to
foul teachings over Virginia soil."
molished the house, tearing the
uge us.
Mr. Cook, said the papers:"
place apart plank by plank and
consented to resign, and was perbrick by brick. The anger of the
to pass." But the end was
mitted
people, said the papers" burst its
WARMTH
not yet ... the following day the
bounds because the house became
same committee visited the train
known as 'Ft. Sumter.'"
while it was in Charlottesville. Mr.
It is not the shilling I give you
New York City suddenly realCrook had hired a substitute who
ized that most of iii, firewood
that counts, but the warmth that it
when he saw the committee, yellcame from Virginia 'How long
carries with it from my hand.
ed out in fright: "I ain't he!"
will it Last?" was•headline. Said
—Miguel de Unamuno
The BALTIMORE SUN reprintthe news: "Two hundred thousand
Pull 2-3 plows . . work
ed a note from the Lynchburg Records of pine wood are annually
4 rows ... all jobs at big
All the beautiful sentiments in
publican which said that a man
bought to the New York market
savings!
named Baer had been appointed
the world weigh less than a single
of which seven-eights comes from
to the Postal Agency on the ManVirginia! New Jersey furnishes
lovely action.
nassas Gap Railroad, and that
the remainder" It was said that
—James Russell Lowell
Baer Was from Harrisonburg, In
of the wood. 60,000 cords were cut
County, Virginia.
Roekingham
Into kindling to start the coal
The man who radiates good
fires of the .city. Would the "Baer," said the paper. "had voted for Lincoln."
10•+
cheer, who makes life happier wherthreatened seaession of Virginia
lesve New York City without
"That's not so," said an angry
ever he meets it. is always a man of
firewood?
letter signed "several subscribers,
vision and of faith.
Harrisonburg, Va." "There was
BALTIMORE SUN: Postage in
—Edwin Osgood Grover
but one vote polled in this county
the Southern Confederacy—The
for
Lincoln and he (the voter)
the
passed
Southern Congress has
Human affection is not poured
left immediately for parts unpostal bill which regulates the rate
Handles 3-plow
known."
forth vainly, even though it meet no
of postage. It will go into effect
loads at bottom
very soon. On letters 300 miles
A Supreme Court Case took the
return. Love enriches the nature, encosts.A new sue
five cents, over 300 miles ten cents
peoples' minds from the "Impendin a Farmall!
larging, purifying, and elevating it.
advertised letters two cents ex- ing conflict" A Mrs. Gaines had
—Mary Baker Eddy
tra. Newspapers two cents each
sued various people In Baltimore,
and the entire rates of newsPhiladelphia and in New Orleans
We receive love—from our chilpaper and magazine postage is
for her Father's property During
States
United
present
doubled on
March of 1861. the United States
dren as well as others—not in proporrates."
Supreme Court found In favor of
tion to our demands or sacrifices or
Mrs. Gaines, and made her the
The postal service In the South
needs, but in proportion to our own
was still unsettled. The appoint- "wealthiest woman In America."
314 Walnut Fulton, Ky.
Most of the property was in New
ment of postal employees had long
capacity to love.
Orleans, and it remained to be
been a political plum, but now
—Rollo May

Turning Back The Clock--

100 Years Ago This Week
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NEW FARMALL.

NEW FARMALC
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Call today for a demonstration!

Paul Nailling Implement Co.
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Fulton Awaits
Concert Here Of
Famed Organist

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
young
About this time of every year all those nice
studied hard
boys and girls who have practiced long and
Paducah for
for a whole year with piano lessons trek to
National
the
by.
ed
sponsor
Festival
the annual ,District
as in
house,
our
In
Clubs.
Federation of Junior Music
practices away,
student
piano
a
,where
house
every
up" on their
there's a good bit of last minute "boning
if they practicrecital numbers,and we've often thought
on Community Coned that hard all year long they'd be
they don't, at least
But
world.
the
cert circuits all over
ently the outcome
they don't where we live, so consequ
us somewhat perkeeps
usually
decision
judges'
of the
over.
turbed until its
startled.

to
This year We had two reasons
be perturbed since both of our
young 'uns are "key-plunkere•
We won't go into personalities. but
one of them made the greatest effort to put the best foot, we mean
fingers, forward for the judges.
The other one took the whole matter in stride. As in past year's the
music teacher and the parents are

We congratulate and commend
people
all those nice nice young
district
who did so well at the
of
music festival. For the outcome
we'd
our family key-plunkers.
one
like for you to guess which
one and which
was the diligent
Well,
one was the carefree one.
altake it from us things don't

SALE OF TAXES
Collee•or at Fulton Celan1, M E. Garrison. Sheriff and Tax
on Monday. April 2. 1941, beginty. or one of my deputies, will
Central Time, at the North door
ning at the hour of 1:341 P M.
of Hickman. County of Fulton.
City
of the Courthouse In the
tax claims for real estate
State of Kentucky. mil the following
name of each tax pm,receipt:
tax
each
of
number
at listed: the
t year of 1960, tomaesamen
cr; amount of the taxes for the
and Sheriff's fee. These
gether eith penalty. advertising culla
a lien upon the Prodelinquent tax claims. when mild, become
are subject to 12 per cent
perty described on each tits bill and
interest per annum isrid costa.

)
FULTON INDEPENDENT NO. I (Fulton
Amount

Name
Alexander, William T Itz Beatrice
207179 Barclay. J. B.
207231 Birmingham, Reed

5876

207256 Bowden, Mrs. Naomi
207322 Brown, Tucker
207405 Carter Herman & Thelma
207529 Dixon. Geo E. & Charles E.

64 02

Ellis James A,.
Freeman, Harry W.

5021.

Tax Rill

207116

207557
207615
207741
207742

Haman W.
Hamblin Julian Joseph

207805 Hibbs Sim,
207840 Holiffeld Perlin
2071141 Holifield. Pete tir Estelle
207897 Humphrey N A
207899 Humphries. Mrs. T. S.
207924 Jackson, Elmer L. & Mary F.
207975 Joyr,er, Mrs Grace
207992 Kelly, J. E.
207998 Kenny, Will Allen
208001 Kerney, W A.
208002 Kesterson. Thomas J.
208021 Lackey, Tegoul
208067 Linton, Mrs. Cora
208076 Lofty. Clara Mae
208091 Madding, Jack
208108 Mann. Samuel Leon
208157 Mitchell, Vyron
208177 Morris, Reba Patterson

Christian Service presided. She Page 3
The Fulton News, Thursday, March 16, 1961
introduced the Rev. Walter E.
Mischke, Pastor of the Murray
HURT IN ACCIDENT
Church, who gave an Inspirational
Hebrew.
13th
n
meditatio from
Thurmond Evans, a resident of
The more than two hundred
520 Fairview Avenue, Fulton, remembers present, including Deaceived a broken ieg and facial inconess Ruby Hudgins, of Gleason,
juries in a motorcycle accident
Tennessee, were given a gracious
near Paris, Tennessee, last week.
Welcome by Mrs. J. B. Wilson,
Evans, who was en route to DayPresident of the Murray Society.
tona Beach, Fla., at the time of
Miss Marilyn Mason, internaAnnual reports were then given
the accident was a patient in
tionally known concert organist,
by all District Officers. .
Henry County Hospital for sevMrs. Howard Olila, Music Direc- will present an organ recital at eral days.
tor led group singing and present- the First Methodist Church in
Fulton on April 4th at 8:00 p. m.
ed an offertory solo.
Mrs. Wayne Lamb, of Paducah, The program will be sponsored
Conference Secretary of Christian jointly by the Western Kentucky
Social Relations, challenged all Chapter o fthe American Guild of
!
Christians to help meet the spirit- Organists and the Fulton First NOTICE: Car Owners
ual and religious needs of people Methodist Church. There will be
SEAT
YOUR
BUY
in other countries. Dr. and Mrs. no admission charge.
COVERS at
Lamb recently completed a trip
Miss Mason, a native of Oklato many foreign countries, includ- homa, began taking piano lessons
ing the Holy Land.
at the age of SIX, and began organ
The Rev. Paul T. Lyles, District lessons when she was eleven. She
Citizens of Tomorrow
Installed Free
Superintendent, offered grace pre- received a music education schoserved by mem- larship to the University of
(Top row) (left to right): KENNETH ALEXANDER III, age 5Yr ceding luncheon
Im- Michigan, and completed her Masmonths. son of Mr and Mrs Kenneth Alexander, Jr of Fulton, grand- bers of the Murray Society.
son of Mr. and Mrs Kenneth Alexander, Sr of Fulton and Mr. and mediately following the luncheon ters degree there.
Prop,
814
age
Jr.,
a Memorial Service was conducted
Mrs Roy V. Elliot of Union City; TOMMY PAWsON.
Presently she and her husband
months, son of Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Lawson of Fulton; KIM HOL- by Mrs. J. L. Leggett, District serve on the faculty at the UniverLAND, age 2,1 years, daughter of Mr and Mrs Billy Holland of Ful- Chairman of Spiritual Life. Mrs. sity.
ton, granddaughter of 1101 Holland of Fulton and Alen. House of Ful- Robert Saar rendered a beautiful
gham..
solo, accompanied at the organ by
1
(Bottom row) (left to right): 1.0RI SteMINN. age 7 , months, dau- Mrs. Richard Farrell.
ghter of Mr and Mrs Paul McMinn of Fulton, granddaughter of Cecil
Mrs. 'Tuttle Lockwood, ConferOrr of Fulton and J F. McMinn of Crutchfield: JE.‘N ANN HOPRecording Secretary, conKINS. age 7 tears, daughter of Mrs Louise Hopkins of Fulton, grand- ence
and dedidaughter of Lura lien Hopkins: GWIN BROWDER. age 4 years, dau- ducted the installation
cation service for new and old disghter of Mr and Mrs. James Browder of Fulton.
Lockwood
trict officers. Mrs.
Living Room Suites
closed the service with prayer.
ways happen the way they should. ney, Marilyn McKendree;
were:
installed
New officers
Foster,
EXCELLENT: Diane
For the results of the festival
Bed Room Suites
W. B. Graves, Vice Pres.,
enjoy yourself reading them be- Susan Burrow, Bonita Burrow, Mrs.
Murray, Ky., Mrs. Jess L. MarSheila Lowry.
low:
grave, Recording Secy., Gleason,
Dinette Suites
The student is graded on genTerm., Mrs. Goldie McKeel Curd,
Six members of the Palestine
eral musicianship. Judges were:
Secy of Missionary Education &
Bed
the
Roll-Away
Palat
met
Club
ers
from
Horrternak
Ahnell
Dr.
and
Ivey
Dr.
Service, Murray, Ky., Mrs. Matestine community center for a
Kentucky Wesleyan College.
Secy. of Supply Work,
Small,
thew
tote-bags.
This year there were 22 Fulton work day and making
Mrs. Mike Wheeling,
Odd Chairs
and others Paris, Tenn.,
students who were judged Super- One bag was completed
Youth Work, Martin,
of being made. Secy. of
the
process
in
are
ior.
Aaron Steele, Paris
Mrs.
End Tables, I Price
Term,.
and
Coffee
New
These members were very enTeachers, students and ratings thusiastic about the accomplish- -Area Sub-District Leader, Paris
Nelson,
D.
Robert
Tenn., Mrs.
are as follows:
ments made on this project and
Speed Queen Washers
Chairman of Public Relations,
enjoyed the day working togethMrs Steve Wiley'. elms
Paris, Tenn.
er.
Bendix Automatic Washer
SUPERIOR: Karen and Janet
Mrs. Prank Strioud and Mrs.
Taylor (duets from memory);
PLENTY CORNY!
Charles Powell were the instrucFrigidaire Refrigerator
Ophelia Speight, Joy Fagan, tors and did an excellent job.
The value of the nation's corn
Jane Edwards, Paul Westpheling, Plans were made for another work
at
estimated
been
has
n
productio
9x12 Rugs, from $5.95
Laura Hefley, Letha Exum, Mol- day in the near future as several
dollars.
lie Alexander. Karen Taylor;
other members are interested in four billion
Powell, making tote-bags who could not
EXCELLENT: Tom
1 2 Price
Remnants of Rugs '
Mary Jo Westpheling. John Reed, be present for this meeting. The
Feed Your Hogs
Mary Woodruff, Cathy Hyland, date will be announced later.
Bed Springs
Peggy Reams, Janet Taylor and
Joy Fagan (hymns);
"Looking Forward with Christ
World" was the
Miss Mary Swann Emhart'. clam in a Changing
theme for the 21st Annual Meeting of the Paris District Woman's
SUPERIOR: Craig Simrell;
EXCELLENT: Sara Jane Poe, Society of Christian Service MeetWith Your Home
Mary
ing held in the beautiful new sancKaren Treas, Gail Bushart,
"Trade With Wade and Save"
tuary of the First Methodist
Jo Paveluklewicz;
Grown Grain
VERY GOOD: Jo Margaret Church, Murray, Kentucky on
EASY TERMS
Friday. March 10th.
Powell;
Phone 478
Street
Main
217
TenMrs, Carl R. Elliott, Paris,
Fulton, Ky.
Mrs C. L Maddox's clam
nessee, who a the President of the
Woman's Society of
SUPERIOR: Merideth Miller, Paris District
Tina Jolley, Nancy Treas, Andrea
Melton, Linda Collier, Shelia HarPresto! Chevrolet changes old roads to Dena
rison, Betty Beadles, Bob AnderDoes it with a ride so smooth, handling so sum
son;
and going so sweet that it's almost magic.
Fly
Carolyn
NT:
EXCELI.E
Chevy owes' its Jet-smooth ride to some mighty
(Debbie Wheeler, a member of
Mrs. Maddox's class was unable
ingenious engineering ... things like Full Cosi
to attend the Festival due to 111suspension, precision balanced wheels, unique
fleas).
chassis cushioning and a superlatively insulated
stop
Body by Fisher. Nor does Chevy's ingenuity
Mrs. Jansen Carter's ebs•
You've
with ride. Take performance,for instance.
MarRoper,
Randall
R:
SUPERIO
the way
a choice of 24 power teams ranging all
garet Omar;
-Thrust
up to the mighty 348-cubic-inch Turbo
EXCELLENT: Sally Williams,
ion.
Marie Ruddle,
V8's• with shift-free Turboglide transmiss
Cindy Hamra,
Joyce Owens, Barbara Brown,
: When you
ingenuity
More
Mary Elizabeth Mitchell, Fay
check Jet-smooth Chevy prices
Harwood, Leslie Batts;
with your dealer you'll disVERY GOOD: Becky Mitchell;
cover that nothing so easy
chum
e's
Mrs. 3. U. McKendre
riding was ever so easy to own.

962
11.90
53.18
66.25
30,50
5.36
31,42
44 23
1
%72
38
4
49.81
23.79
100.76
56 00
79,56
12.97
3.69
9.07
1573
21 69
38 88
9 62
38 17
43 17
148.08
27.14
8.71

S. P. MOORE CO.
Dale Breeden,

More Bargains at Wade's

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

Browder Milling Co.

Chevy
gentles rough roads
with a Jet-smooth ride

SUPERIOR: Christina

18.77

CANNON AGENCY

Nagler, Mrs. A. V.
Nethery, Roy

25.47

129 Broadway

69.20

208300 Owens. R. A.
208316 Patterson, L. M. & Mildred
208319 Patton, Eliza M.
208321 Patton, J. B. Profit

20.44

208248
208250
208264

208323 Patton,,Mose, Jr.
208355 Polk, Ezra
208463 Scales. Ones208472 Scruggs, W. A., Est.
208474 Sevier, Martha W.
Smith, Mattie
208514 Smith, Mettle
208603 Tribble, Tom, Est.
208646 Walker, Martha S.

208491

208654

Walters, Sam

208667 Waters, Hazel
208727 Williams Mary Barton
208741 Wilson & Sensing
208749 Winstead, Mrs. Minnie
208766

Worley John

FULTON COUNTY NO. I- (Cayce)
Barber Lowell R.
208942 Caruthers, Robert
209005 Doughty Mary S.

2081138

Garmon Cecil
Graham, John & Pearl
209166 Johnson, Alex, Est.
Vertesil
209172 Johnson, Edgar Lee At

209055

209069

Jones, S N
209223 Lucia, John G. & Evelyn
209346 Breuett, Mrs Betty

209188

209480 Wall, F. P.

63.06
25.83
35.27
16854
13.73

'Optional al, eatta ant

McKin-

Morris
Morris, Reba Patterson & Veatrice
McMillen, Harold ,

208178

WADE'S USED STORE

Phone 55

1
.
11111.1.1=11.1.1=1111

Attention

- KENTUCKY
Motorists 1

17,09
20.44
68.44
5534

NOW
YOU CAN SAVI
e,

49.85
5.66
3.69
7.09
7.04
7.04
64.72
24.10
10.75

ON TRAVELERS
AUTOMOBILE
INSURANCE

18.62
12.13
2.76
11.73
38.18

I. New Low Rates
2. Safe Driver Savings
3. Local Agent Serviie

Ad Air Sport Coupe-votesitSO Jet-moods kaolin awaiiiN Four

pismire elJew Chop ear's,

at pour :gag authorbed Chevrolet dialer's
Sw the sir Chevrolet tare, Chevy Comte,sad the mut Corsa;

6.17
8.23

13.08

Cannon Agency
Runtime TIIC

8.92

TIMMS • WHOM)

214
66.15

TAYLOR CHEVROLET--BUICKLINC.
104 East Fourth Street

Fulton

NOTEBOOK—
/Continued from

Jaycees Elect
New Officers Al
Meeting Tonight

No, she said, he's so busy. Well, I
said I thought he might write you
when he was coming home and
says I: "You know we're so anxious to have him in Fulton in
July." Said she: "Oh, if he min
come, he'll let you know before
he tells me." And bless his heart
that's what he did.

Election of officers for the Ful
ton Jaycees will be held Thursda)
night (tonight). As of now, 1'
candidates are campaigning fcr
office and it is anticipated that ad
ditional candidates have arranger
to be nominated from the door
A large turn-out is expected fo
the election. A three man committee - Harmon Pierce; Frankit
Cardwell; and Bill Fosdett- have
promised a fine dinner of Bar-BQ with all the trimmings at
very modest cost per member
Election will begin at 645 at the
club room.
BOOTLEGGER FINED!
Roy Lee Hayes was arrested for
bootlegging whiskey on Sunday
and had sold three one-half pints.
He was fined 16.50. Hayes and his
wife and another person (David
Large) were in the house when
the arrest was made.
OPEN HOUSE!
South Fulton High School will
hold an open house for inspection
of the old and new school building on Sunday afternoon, April
9 from 1:30 to 4:00 p. m. All departments will be open for inspection. The public is invited.

Making plans at Frankfort for the first annual "Explore Kentucky Week" to be sponsored by the
Kentucky Junior Chamber of Commerce are (from
left, seated) Miss Vivian Martin, State Jaycee executive secretary: Robert G. Cox. St. Matthews,
chairman of the Jaycees' Explore Kentucky Committee; Darrel Hushes, Mt. Sterling, state president:

JAMES BUTTS—
(Continued from Page 1)
Governors of the State they will
visit. Plans for the twin city promotional material and activities
will be announced later.
AT WESTERN!

Custom Made Hats
a Specialty!
Ready Made Hats

Kellena's Hal Shop
In Singer Sewing Center
Main Street
Fulton

Page 4

One student from Fulton county
is among the 3513 students in attendance at Western Kentucky
State College for the spring semester which opened February 1,
1961.
The student from Fulton county
is Gladys Jean Worley.
On Feb. 27, 1879, Congress authorized the Secretary of the Navy
to accept the Jeannette, a yacht
offered by James Gordon Bennett.
for use in Arctic exploration.

AUCTION,.SALE
SATURDAY, MARCH 18
On the farm of the late

OLLEN WILLIAMS
6 miles east of Fulton on State Line road

1—Super "A" Farman tractor with equipmenit
in perfect condition
1—Lot of all kinds of hand tools
Household furnishings and some antiques
Other items too numerous to mention

BILL GRAY, AUCTIONEER
You can fit him perfectly in

gagl ETEgggS
if he's slim, regular or husky

James Poston, It rthoni.is.sire-president. (standing, from left) Jack Oldmen. president of the Mt
Sterling Jaycees; Jud Edwards Frankfort, Jasece
International director for Kentucky; and James 0
Rutts, Fulton, state religious activities chairman
"Explore Kentucky Week", designed to bring more
travelers to Kentucky. is May 8-13

Vicki Lynn Ramos
In Broadway Show

HOSPITAL NEWS

Miss Vicki Lynn Ramos, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ramos
formerly of South Fulton, has won
a role in the Broadway musical
"Annie Get Your Guns", currently
playing at the Palm Beach Musical
Carnival. She was selected along
with four other youngsters at an
audition held February Ili
She has won several other titles
including that of "Little Miss
Evansville, Indiana"; first place in
a Children's Revue at Union City;
and finalist in a Children's Revue
held in Fulton last year.

Former Pastor
To Take Part In
Hawaiian Meeting
Rev. J. T. Hart, formerly the
pastor of the South Fulton Baplist Church, will participate in the
Hawaiian
Baptist
Evangelistic
Crusade held in aKhului, Maui,
Hawaii, March 26 through April
3.
He and Mrs. Hart will make
the trip on March 20, and return
to Trimble Term., where he is
presently serving as pastor, on
April 7.

Happy Birthday
The News is pleased to extend
birthday wishes to the following
persons on their birthdays:
March 16: Hillman Collier, Thad
Fagan, Mrs. Moore Joyner, David
Holland, Ruth Strayhorn; March
17: S E. Hancock, Bill Fenwick,
Dorothy Parton, Gail Logan, Margaret Ann Newton; March 18:
Viron P. Beard, J. Mack Scates,
Wanda Jo Frankum, Leon Peterson, Horace Reams, Mrs. Jpck
Burton; March 19: Dossie Coltharp, Patsy Austin, Mrs. Sam
Reed. Mrs. Beulah Neely: March
20, Paula DeMyer Bogle, Gene
Holloway, Jannie Williams, Bill
Locke, Jr., Sue Locke, March 21:
Lynn Newton, Mrs. Ward Johnson,
Christina McKinney; March 22:
Teen Fenwick, Mrs. Bill Holland,
R. C. Pickering.

The following
persons were
patients in the Fulton hospitals on
Wednesday morning.
Jones Hospital
M. L. Rhodes, Guy Upton, C. NI
Connell, Belinda Newton. Hiram
Brown, Mrs. Billy Oliver and baby
and Mrs. E. W. Bethel all of Fulton; Mrs. Bill Brown, Dukedom;
Mrs. Lubie Bennett and Marvin
Gilbert both of Water Valley; Mrs.
Z. C. Wheeler, Dresden; Mrs.
James Castleman. Martin Route
3: Mrs. Mary Nelson, Memphis;
Mrs. Aubrey Couse and Mrs.
Jerry Baker and baby both of
Union City; Mrs. Bob Brown,
Clinton.
Fulton Hospital
Mrs Lena Hutcherson, H E
Boyd, Mrs. Jew Walker. Daisy
Grady. Audrey Tucker, Mrs. Cantie Felts, Artie Robey. Stuart
Vdelpel. Mrs. Mike Fry and Mrs.
Evelyn Ammons all of Fulton;
Mrs. Jack Underwood and Louis
Jones both of Fulton Route 1;
Louis Burke. Fulton Route 3: Mrs.
John C. Smith, Fulton Route 4:
Mrs. E. W. McMorris. Water Valley Route I; Brenda Rose and
Mrs. Alvin Stewart both of Water
Valley; H. P. Johnson. Lynnville;
Earl Tibbs, Hickman; Edwin
House and Mrs. Ferdie Tarber
both of Clinton Route I; Mrs.
Howard Jackson, Wingo Route
Aubrey Burns, Cayce: Mrs. Tom
Dycus. Mirtin; Mrs. W. L. Phillips, Martin Route 3.
Hiliview Hospital
Bill Griffin, Mrs. Harold Gardner, Freddy Dale Parker, Frank
McKernon, Mrs. Richard Conn all
of Fulton; Mrs. Norris Dame.
South Fulton; Don Jones and
Sheryl Meenes both of Cayce:
Cynthia Clark, M,,SCOW: Mrs. E. E.
Hooper, Dukedom; Mrs. Louis
Patrick, Crutchfield, W. L. Weetherford, Clinton.
STATE MOTHER!
Mrs. Pete Green of Fulton has
been nominated for the Kentucky
mother of the year contest which
will be held March 31 in Frankfort. Mrs. Creen is the mother of
two man-led daughters and is aclive in civic and church affairs.

SUPER
KEM =TONE
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Pao/ One)
people he loves and who love him.
And you must know we're happy
about the whole thing.

On Feb. 14, 1813, the US$ Essex
commanded by Captain David
Porter rounded Cape Horn and
became the first American war
vessel to enter the Pacific.

I felt like a dog not letting her
In on the secret, but linow she'll
understand. Then on Wednesday I
was awake at about four-thirty
and waited for the Paducah-Sun. I
thought maybe the Army news
service would release it to the
metropolitan press before they'd
let us have it. Well, it wasn't in
the Paducah Sun or on the AP
wire at the radio station, but that
didn't mean anything. I called Bill
Powell on Tuesday and asked him
for the picture of Elvis and General Prather that's on today's
front page. He didn't get too curious- ancl since he didn't I started
talking about everything else in
the world 9D he wouldn't ask me
if we had heerd from the Army
Secretary. I casually closed With
"would appreciate the cut for
Wednesday's paper" and he said
OK.

Spri

McGct•
Short
.11 colt

Grisl
Ma i

SUDDENLY...
It's spring
and time for

sport coats
by

Tom

SAWYER,

APPAREL

For Reel Boys

Eat

Wednesday James Butts was in
the office and we talked about
whether Stahr would come and I
wondered too, and all the while
had the answer on my desk. Then
Monday Paul Kasriow called at
the station and asked if I had
written to tell Dr Stahr about the
change in dates and I said I had
and we wondered then if he was
coming and again I felt guilty
saying I didn't know, when I did.

As welcome as springtime are
Tom Sawyer's handsome new
sport costa_ 3-button styles
with flap or patch pockets and
center vent. All of spring's
newest and most wanted
fabrics and colors.
For a Limited Time Only!
Junior Sizes 4 to 12
$7.98
Reg, S12.98

It was Dick Thompson who
came into the News office Tuesday and made the load a little
lighter. When he asked about Dr
Stahr I said: "What do you
think7" and he said, bless his heart,
"I think he will after you mach.
the invitation so attractive to the
General you talked with."
It didn't have to be an attractive invitation to Dr. Elvis Stahr
'Jr. His home-town is that attractive to him that he made every
effort to get back home to the

MEETING ERIDAIN
Mrs Warren Graham has prepared an ,i,itteresting meeting of
the.11ome and Garden Department
of the Woman's -Club which will
meet at the club home on Friday
at 2:30 p. m. Mrs. Hoyt Moore Is
chairman of the hostess committee.

Amos

Now
Reg. $19.98.
Prep Size 13 to 20

Now $12.98

THE LEADER STORE
Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

REGISTER FOR BIG PRIZES
During Our 34th Anniversary Celebration
NOW
IS THE TIME
to stork up at our feed and seed
More for your Spring plantins
sand gardening needs

SEE US FOR:

FERTILIZERS
FEED
GARDEN SEED
FIELD SEED

Six Big Drawings!
First Drawing this Saturday. March 11
Second Drawing

March 25th

Third Drawing
Fourth Drawing
Fifth Drawing

April 8th
April'22nd
May 6th

Sixth Drawing

May 20th

Be Sure To Be Present At All Of Them!
REGISTER at our grocery or feed store (in East
State Lne or at the FEED MILL on Broadway
street in South Fulton..
A "JET" Gard-n-yard tiller will be given away
Aptil 22nd!
A GO-CART will be given away on May 20th!—
That isn't all; see us for more details!
ROSE RUSHES!

Farah's proportioned tailoring gives a cornf,,rtable flt to all boys. Gold Strikes are
sturdily constructed of Farah's own rugged
nylon-reinforced denim, vat dyed and
Sanforized", exclusive VULCA-NEES for
longest wear.
*shrinksre less than 1%

'5.45
GALLON
AT

Regulars (4-12). Slims (2-12)
• $2.98
Suspender told Strikes for Little Fella x (2.7) . $2.98
Regulars and Slims, Sizes 13 to 16
$3.75
huskies, 26" to 36" Waists

448 - 52 Lake Street

Fulton

Rasnow's Dept. Store

Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35

Fulton

Hundred of wonderful bushes In the Nation's top popular varieties - - ready to go
In the ground now

_11

CONCORD GRAPE

Red

VINE

Beat, most popular in this
area. Packed 3 to bundle,
for $1 50.

A.C.BUTT
AND SONS

Grocery, Phone 602 — Seed, Phone 202 - Mill, Phone 651

50

—

VVth

2 10roni
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MILTON PTA BANQUET

News From Our

niers GET STARTED!
preg of
nent
will
iday
re is
nit-

NEW!
MeGeogor

and

Manhattan
Short Sleeve Sport Shirts
in cottons, knits, ban-Ions
•

•

•

Grisham - Butterworth
Main Street

ATTEND

CHURCH SUNDAY

banquet Thursday Those who cannot be present are
night, March 16 at 7:30 P. M., at invited to send and get a plate.

SERVICE
Billy L. Grooms, airman apprentice, USN, son of Mr. and
Mrs. James L. Grooms of Route 3,
Fulton, Ky., is serving aboard the
attack aircraft carrier USS Midway operating with the Seventh
Fleet in the Western Pacific.

Fulton

I

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste

MEAT HOG CARCASS

CONTEST
Mayfield, Kentucky Fairgounds
MARCH 24 - 27
Entries (lose March 22 For Official Premium list, Rules
and Regulations, See or Write

WALKER DELUXE
mot four, not five; not
seven, but 8 YEARS
OLD. Straight Bourbon
Whiskey; 8 Years, 86.8
Proof.

During the seven-month cruise,
the Midway is scheduled to %dill
Guam, Hong Kong, Japan, Okinawa, the Philippines and Pearl
Harbor.
FULLY AIR-CONDITIONED: Last Sunday midnight a (reek tornadic
This is the carrier's third Westwind dipped down in South Fulton and lifted the entire tee off ern Pacific cruise since being
recounine's Drive-In Restaurant carried it about 100 )ards and flipped
commissioned in 1957.
Fifth
it over astride a nearby street No one was In the budding and the
Pint ........... $5.40
debris did no damage to nearby houses. Several TV antennas in South
............ 63.40
Fulton were Moen down, and property on the Veha Hawks farm
'S Pint ........
$1.70
Charles A. Wickliffe, 15th govnear Austin Sprinvi ,‘ MI badly damaged by the wind And torrential
ernor of Kentucky (1838-1840),
rain accompanying it
became Postmaster General under
Hiram Walker• Sons, Inc
President Tyler. Born in Kenwell of Los Angeles and 15 grand- tucky,
Peoria. Illinois
Wickliffe served both In
children.
State Legislature and U. S. ConFuneral services were held
gress.
March 13 at the New Liberty
Church of the Nazarene on the
old Mayfield -Dukeoom road. Rev.
•••
Paul Lewis officiabst Burial by
•••
Hopkins & Brown of Wingo was
in the Cumberland Presbyterian
At a beautiful little chuish near cemetery, between
Pryorsburg
*All
Winger on Tuesday a large group and Fulgham.
textiles
of sorrowing friends and relatives
paid a final tribute of respect to
will stay
one of its most loyal and devoted
clean and
church members. Ben J. Turner,
'1141111110
wrinkle-free
father of Kenneth Z. Turner, well
Abner Leslie Roper, 78, retired
longer too!
known WFUI. staff member, was farmer of the Chapel
Hill coma life-long member of the New munity, died March
13, following
Liberty Church of the Nazarene surgery on his hip
Mr. Roper
and the Rev. D. H. Tucker, pastor broke his hip in a fall
at his
of the Mt. Olive Methodist Church home. He died at
the Western
paid a beautiful tribute to the do- Baptist hospital in
Paducah.
as a devout Christian and
He was born in Kansas. August
devoted church member.
20, 1882, the sort if Wes and
Rev. Tucker, who had known Dorothy Martin Roper.
He was a member of the Chapthe deceased for many years told
of the wholesome life led by his el Hill Methodist Church.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
long-time friend and neighbor and
his words of comfort brought con- Mary Averett Roper: a daughter,
solation to the bereaved members Mrs. Omer Smith of Fulton, a son,
of the family. Although having Paul A. Roper, Louisville; a brolived in Nashville for the past five ther, Clyde Roper of Jackson,
years, Mr. Turner still made Miss; two sisters, Mrs. E. C.
—For Miracle - Finish Dry CleaningI his regular contributions to the Thompson of Birmingham, Mich.,
little church situated on the May- Mrs. B. K. Walters of Wickenburg, Ariz.; two grandchildren,
field-Dukedom road.
three great grandchildren and
Mr. Turner was a retired em- several
nieces and nephews.
ploye of the Kentucky-Tennessee
Funeral services were held
!Clay Company at Pryorsburg, March 15 at
the Wh:tnel Funeral
LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS, INC.
having been employed there for Home
chapel. Rev. Dave Hilliard
about 30 years. He also operated officiated.
Telephone 30
Interment was in Faira grocery store at Pryorsburg for view
cemetery.
several years. He had lived in
• MIRACLE FINISH FOR MODERN MIRACLE FIBERS
Nashville for the past five years.
Why not trade where you Sr.'
He was born in Hickman Counwelcomed ever day in the year.
ty, Kentucky the son of the late
Frank and Mary Elizabeth Watts
I Turner of the Crutchfield community.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Annie Fleming Turner, three sons,
IKentieth Z. Turner of Fulton,
James Ray Turner of Mayfield;
! Orville 0. Turner of Nashville;
! three daughters, Mrs. 1 D. Green
of Mayfield, Route 4, Mrs. John
W. Taylor of Tampa Fla., and
Miss Mozelle Turner of Nashville;
two sisters, Mrs. t'erdie Wilson
, of Dyersburg and Mrs. Effie Max-

S1111110111111611.1
,

WEST KENTUCKY

the Equator on Kentucky Avenue
A. will spon- Turkey plates will sell for 75c

sor a

Boys In The

The annual dinner to kick-off
the Cancer Drive in Fulton County will be held at the Park Terrace Restaurant at seven o'clock
on March 24. A good program has
been planned and all workers and
officers of the group are urged to
attend. Miss Gertrude Murphy is
taking reservations for the dinner
and you may make them by calling her at 831.

Spring and Summer
Suits
• • •

Milton School P

Turner Services
Held Tuesday At
Nazarene Church

OUR

JOHN H. VAUGHAN

Abner Leslie Roper

Hickman Co.- Agent.
Clinton, Ky.
Lly1

*Miracle

Finish
PROCESS

restores

life

to your ENTIRE,WARDROBE

Y•

6-Pcz,tediaft

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. Specials
—PLUS TOP VALUE STAMPS—
Blade Cut Swift Protein Tender

LB.

Chuck Roast 49c
by The Piece - Slab No. 1 Sugar Cured

BACON lb. 39c

Liviitifkoomitgouf athw Coat!

OPEN 6:45 — PHONE 12

MERIT OLEOLB

FULTON

C

WITH COUPON

NOW

0

'

k

Potatoes 95C
VINE

t this
Indic,

pg

60
1
1
0
0

WaNirMailiggr
MERIT OLEO
LB. lc
With Coupon and $5.00 Purchase excluding tobacco (Expires
March 18)

lie

'TIGHT FILMS"
SEE IT NOW
ON

50 — FREE STAMPS
5', Iii, Coupon & Purchase of
2 Lbs. Vel Veeta
Cheese
99c
txpire• March 18)

50 — FREE STAMPS

100— FREE STAMPS

VVth Coupon and Purchase of

With Coupon and Purchase of

(Expres March II)

FILM!

Action & Thrills In Slow
Motion

"PATTERSON
—VS-JOHANSSON"

1111

,
111111111111111.111111.
2 10-oz. Skinner's Macaroni or Spag.

1
,
/

EXTRA' EXTRA! EXTRA!
FRIDAY •SATURDAY

Red, 25 - Lb. Bag
•••

7ichnfee/cv•
—.BILL TRAVERS

, WILLIAM SYLVESTER

Libby's 14-oz. 2 for

a•

SATURDAY

lit G M Presents
A KING BROTHERS Pretluctqn
(

Catchup

hushpoputo go

THRU

Lucille Broom
( Expires March 18)

Sunday Thru Thursday
RECOMMENDED FOR
ADULTS ONLY!
Adults
Children

75e
25e

e.;111.114

1,

Magnificent 4-Piece Sectional!
Gorgeous 2-Pc. Living Room!

BUY ON EASY CREDIT TERMS!

YOUR CHOICE

$99.88

$20 DOWN DELIVERS!

•niewoRP of

SUZiENI0)46

4::
11

t
LiCHNICOLOR.......

— Trade with Wade and Save!—

:
Wade Furniture Co
Lake Street

Phone 103

4411eipcsa
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and Mrs• Joe Laird.
Mr. and Mrs. Minace Vincent
and daughter June spent Saturday
night with Mrs. Vincents parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kenneday of
Palmersville.
Mrs, Alf Cunningham is spendfather
ing a few days with her
Mae Stover at Fearnbeak.
Miss Constance Jones attended
the funeral of Mrs. Ida Howard
at the Baptist Church at Pilot
Oak and then visited in the home
of Vestal Coltharp.
Master Jimmy Clapp celebrated
his 6th birthday Saturday afternoon with a party. Those attending were Greg and Mark Rose,
Michael and Jeff Clinard, Eddie
Owens. Jimmy Holloway, Chuck
Brundige, Mrs. Johnnye Brundige,
Mrs. Grey Harwood and Miss
Paula Puckett.
Mrs. Bailie Thorpe from Morgentled visited her sister Mrs.
Lewis Armstrong Sunday.
Miss Constance Jones spent the
day with Mrs. Rebeccah Mayo
last Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ford,
Piqua. Ohio were Saturday guests
of Mrs. Lewis Armstrong
Mrs. Bill Mathews left for Akron, Ohio last Thursday to visit
her brother who is critically ill.
Mrs. Gert Ford of Mayfield,
Kentucky visited with Mrs. Lewis
Armstrong Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Donald Clinards father,
Mr. Basil Mathis entered Fullerin Mayfield
hospital
Gilliam
where he will undergo surgery
hope he will
We
Tuesday morning.
soon be well and back home.

• DUKEDOM RT. 2
sirs. 0. F. Taylor

State Reports
Hepatitis Serum
In Short Supply

Terry - Norman PTA
Names President;
Traffic Committee

We are having plenty of rain
and from all indications March is
By Constance Jones
New officers elected at the
going to be a wet month.
Mesdames Thelma Puckett of March meeting of the Tea-ryrs. Maude Vincent spent the
i
Lone Oak and Mary Rowland of Norman PTA include: Mrs. Gene
A shortage of preventive serum
end with her sister and famiw
Lynn Grove were visitors in the Hatfield, president; Mrs. W. B.
controllto
threat
new
a
posing
is
.
Westmoreland
Les
rs.
ly
W. L. Rowland home one day last Stokes, vice president; Mrs. Jasepiing Kentucky's month-long
per Vowell, secretary; and Mrs.
week.
Mrs C. W. Sanderson came
disease
virus
a
hepatitis,
demic of
Alvin Burrow, treasurer.
home from the hospital in Fulton
Mrs. Laura Matthews was called
liver.
the
of
Also named was a committee
Saturday and is doing fine.
to Akron Thursday to be at the
of Health said
Dept.
State
The
Mrs. Joe Laird gave a Stanley
bedside of her brother Bill Win- composed of Bill Rice, chairman,'
the heavy caseload of
Wednesday
afSaturday
home
Mrs.
Jasper Vowell and Mrs. W. B.
party at her
stead who is seriously ill.
the disease has drained its supply
ternoon. Mrs. Lanarn of Mayfield
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson Stokes, who will study the traffic
received free
globulin
gamma
of
put the party on. node present
visited their son Bro Robert problems around the school.
every three months from the
were Mrs. Cordie Rhodes, Mrs.
Dr. Glynn Bushart presented
Emerson of Melber over the weekRed Cross.
American
Constance
Miss
Clinard,
Donald
the program ,a talk on "Comend.
Dr. Patricia Conlan, director of
Jones, Miss Patricia Holloway
Dobson
municable Diseases". He espial
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon
medical services, said the next
and Mrs. Joe Taylor attended ed the symptoms, complIcat
shipment of the serum, about 1,ble
preaching services st Bethlehem etc., of the various commq
000 vials with two cc's per vial,
ild
and had dinner with the Tommie diseases which a school
is expected in April.
comes in contact with.
Moore's recently
Dr. Conlan said Kentucky's
and
Emerson
Idalene
Mesdames
hepatitis epidemic is sirnilar to
Claims of Tomorrow
Yates attended the club
Why not trade where on are
the situation in other areas across
(Top row) (left to right): SALLY JO ('OLLIER. age 8 months, dau- Evaline
e year.
Collier of Fulton,'granddaughter of Dean meeting at Mrs. Biggs Roberts welcomed ever day in
difficult
it
Fred
Mrs
making
and
ghter of Mr.
the country,
Fort Worth, Texas; PAM- Thursday of last week.
for the- state to get extra alloca- Collier of Fulton and L. W Richardson of
Wilhad
Mrs
Larry
and
Mr.
of
and
daughter
Matthews
months,
Bill
3
tions of gamma globulin from the ALA CAROL 112.41tHAM, age
lie Joe Durham A-Fulton; MAR'S' SUE ROZZELL, age 7 months, dau- Sunday dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
Red Cross.
ghter of Mr. and Mrs E B Rouen of Fulton, granddaughter of C W. A. A. McGuire.
Rossell of Fulton, granddaughter of ('. W Russell of Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor called
(Bottom tow) (left to right): PAMALA DUBLIN, age 2 years, dau- on Mr. W. L. Rowland and Mlle
of
r
granddaughte
Fulton,
of
Dublin
Charles
ghter -of Mr and Mrs.
Thursday night.
Erwin Rowland. and Mrs Nell Dublin of Mayfield; RAY RENT
Mrs. Ida Howard, a former
JONES, age 4 years, son of Mr. and Mrs Edward Jones of Fattest,
TO HELP PROTECT
of this vicinity died In Compact, perfectly balanced, easy
grandson of Mr. and Mrs Noble Jones of Fulton and Mr Omer (has- resident
last week and was brought to carry, easy to use on farm,
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
Mr
Akron
of
ley of Fulton: DONNA JEAN PEWT1T, age 10 months, daughter
and Mrs Harold Pesvitt of Fulton, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. back here for burial. Her funeral campsite. ranch or woodlot,
You've been hoping for a forHarry Pewitt of Fulton and Mr and Mrs. R. H Mose of Martin route 3 was held Sunday at the Pilot Oak
mula like this— with extra poBaptist Church with burial in the
tency to support a positive sense
Tlie South Fulton High School
of well-being and mental alertchurch cemetery.
ness. It provides important lipospirit and cooperation.
gym will be the setting for the
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire,
tropes, as well as the more comA business session conducted by Bill and Larry Matthews attended
1961 Miss Jaycee eBauty Pageant
plete vitamin-mineral protection
moderthe
Campbell,
Robert
finalat Walnut
on April 17. The top three
preaching service
Mr., Carey Mel& • Bro.
desirable for the mature adult.
ator followed. Committee reports Grove Sunday night.
ists will receive an all-expens
financial statement and
strong
a
paid trip to the National Jaycee
Ainley was host to
Mrs. T.
business transactionis were on the ATTEND CHURCH IMINDAY
Convention in Athlanta, Ga.
the Missionary Auxiliary of Good agenda.
All girls who are interested In
LESS. BUT MORE!
past
the
church
Springs C. P.
Due to the Simultaneous EvanLess layers but more eggs! entering the contest should con- week where a full program was
in
That's the paradoxical situation tact any member of the Miss Jay- presented by this tine group of gelistic Crusade to be held
exin the poultry industry. The rea- cee Committee by March 20th. christen workers. A good attend- April, the next meeting of the
8
May
held
be
will
son: Average layers produced a The committee members include: ance was had in Mrs. Ainley's ecutive board
at Davis Memorial.
record of 209 eggs in 1960, two Ralph Puckett, chairman, Dale home.
Mr. Norman Harris has purchAs Low Aa $3.46
more than the preceding year's Bredeen, Leroy Sawyer, and Dr.
Mrs. J. W. Bynum has about ased a Ford.son tractor and impleDan Crocker.
Weekly after small
408 Lake Phones 70-428 record.
fully recovered from a siege of ments, and has plans for more exBalanced
A Completely
down payment.
infection to her throat after sev- tensive farming on his two farms
Ration For Fast, Efficieral days hospitalization in Hill- near here.
view hospital.
Get-well wishes are extended to ent Gain
• Rev. James Holt filled his regu- Mrs. W. B. Doyle who was a patilar appointment at the New Salem ent in the St. Mary's hospital in
TRACTOR CO.
All Makes and Modelle
Fulton, Ky.
Baptist church the past Sunday at Cairo. Illinois the past week A
Fourth St.
Phase 188
11 A. M. Sunday School gets into speedy recovery is hoped for her
session at 10 and the evening ser- by everyone around this section
MOTOROLA
The home of Mr. and Mrs
vice is held preceding the B. T. U.
Sales and Service
at 7:30 Announcement has been Velva Hawks Sr. was damaged by
•
made that the Rev. Henry Davis a wind of tornadic force Sunday
of Paris. Tennessee will conduct night, when the roof was damthe spring revival beginning in aged. they lost some window
April, in the Simultaneous Evan- panes, and a tree was blown down
Plane 460
gelistic Crusade. Watch for later on their front porch. Telephone
III Lake St.
services has also been disrupted.
announcements.
Col Charlie Burrow is found
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
busy on his farm here. Some new
and baby sop Mark were Saturday
are being built, and bullnight dinner guests of parents, Mr. fences
doper machines have been at work
and Mrs. Buton Lassiter.
sand and debris from
clearing
Your writer has Just about drudge canals over the farm reAll types of Insurance
completed some tree plantings. cently over flowed by recent
First I sat some Cherry
heavy rains.
SAVE ! GET our
grapevines and then a few dogwood. I want to set red-bud trees
DEAL
PACKAGE
too, but I really don't know my
tree (Judas Tree) so I have some
"Covering everything"
help on that, as to which tree to
Phone 406
Fulton, Ky,
get. Well, when I go tree hunting
an
costs,
medical
and
hospital
steadily-rising
With
I see so many I'd like to get as a
02 leas St.
Mayfield police are investigataccident or severe illness can give family finances
size, quality and quantity I find ing the death of Wiltz B. (Shorty)
myself over loaded. Maple. Cedars Hamlet, 52, a tobacco warehouse
a real set-back. Savings may be wiped out; bills
and all catch my eye so 'tis a dif- bookkeeper there for several
pile up. Why take a chance by being unprotected?
ficult task for me. It was a year years. His body was found lying
you
help
He'll
today.
representative
BMA
your
Call
ago that Messier& Buton Lassiter on a side track near the main
provide for such emergencies.
and Sam Mathis took time to set Illinois Central tracks last Satur54c
their Judas trees and they are now day morning.
Value
are already
they
too
thriving,
Coroner Jack Anderson said
Mathes, Cloaks said 11660
pruned and off to a good start,
TOMMIE
that Hamlet had been dead for
Moen of All Kinds AgesDeep sympathy is extended to only a short time when his body
rately Repaired at Lev Oast
Messrs George T. Cunningham was found. He also said that he
and Walter Cunningham in the might have been struck by a
of their only sister Mrs. Zilla northbound IC freight train which
loss
e
Representativ
McAlister, whose death (secured went by at 350 a. m.
Union City, Tenn.
CO.
ASSN/VICE
MEN'S
BUSINESS
last Saturday in Joilet, Illinois at
His body was tound near the
Phone TU.5-1435
&now City 41, Misasseri
the home of her daughter Mrs. freight depot at approximately
Bun Wartn•r
Rice Powell. Mrs. McAlister was 7:00 a. m.
2 Oh.
1
Us•s /
88, altho at her age death came
H•d of an
unexpectedly. The funeral serOn Feb 22, 1909. President TheOv•n. lain
vices were held at Hornbeak odore Roosevelt reviewed the
F•s)isr. For
Funeral Chapel with interment in Great White Fleet at Hampton
Foos. Food).
Enon Cemetery.
Roads, Va., upon its return from
M•at, P;iss,
Friends extend deep sympathy a world cruise.
Reg. 3.95
etc
to Kenneth Turner, Sr. family in
their loss of his father Mr. Ben
Turner of Nashville, Tennessee
is,
'
1g
I "
iiOUSS
over the weekend.
I caw!
stitallil.
oltaa
f
Fi•
Board members from Weakley
cups
flour
2
County Baptist churches met
tablessl'°"
-rising
$
self
Monday night at New Salem Bapsugar
tiort"Ing
brown
tist Church for their monthly asCUp
th
sociational business meeting, with
choPP•4 P."16
°rilble WE'
• Rev. James Holt as pastor.
cup
Iowa Paul
tr
flot
0
b
ut8. C
The Rev. Lewis Culbertson deMary ism
SW tIIoacturc eirrtull loaf
sugar,
livered a brief message laying low down paymeutn_r"k
100 TABLETS
flour
flour and quider
to
the
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rules
down ground
Nrelsea
a
z our
and Retry Terms -greased
li
togeth
new
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This chain Saw Is

TOPS

April 17 Date
For Jaycees
Beauty Show

1

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

Feed Your Hogs

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration

CITY DRUG CO.

LIT'S

HOM

TV REPAIR

BURNETTE

Browder Milling Co.

WEEK-END

Wade Television

SPECIALS

Dewey Johnson

FILLED
EASTER BASKETS

Mayfield Police Seek
Clues In Hamlet Death

YOUR V STORE

600 COUNT DafSbi TISSUE

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

BYNUM

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

TATER BAKER

66

BUFFERIN
$1.23 Size

7t

-r

Try Old
Glenmore
RANCH HOUSE
SELF-RISING

Because It Is

*Chill Filtered
2
1/

PINT

HANDI CRISPER
Polystyr•n• for use in all sit. of R•b;ger•tors
May be clean•d with scalding
and F
w•t•r.
no)
Will
absorb
eiders.

Reg. 2.00

$150

slesoolnoss I. Intend out — only
moonter Bourbon softness Is 1•11
50 PROOF KY STRAIGHT
SOURBON WlitSKEY

FROM THE GOLDEN WEST WHERE FLOUR IS BEST!

$1

Distribeted ay
Bryant Distr. Co.
Owensboro, Ky.

1

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 - 25c STORE

MIN

•
•
•
.11M•

PTA
t;
!e

at the
Terryi's. Gene
s. W. B.
ere Jagid Mrs.

ommittee

Ira. W. B.
tie traffic
loot
presented
I "Comexplal
dicat rig,
ble
is
lid
ol

ou an)
e year•

IS

iced; easy
on farm,
Mot!

ANYWAY. OLIVICS GOOD!
It's a fact! Canned ripe olives
are delicious to use as an accent
in salads, sandwiches, casseroles
or on entree platters. Use them
chopped whole or cut in wedges.
According to a recent United
States Department of Agriculture
report, they are a good buy now.
An excellent crop year produced
an abundant supply of this extra
special fruit.

Union City Interviewing Applicants TVA To Build
For City Manager; 35 Have Applied Big Station In
P9ris, Tenn.

Browder Milling Co.

Dr. Crocker To
Leave Fulton For
Special Study

we pay

Mrs. Bushart To
Head Retailers

Dime Donations
Sought To Help
Pay Tenn. Debt

5%
interest
savings

$3.45

smaU
let

D.

h IN,

'S

Attend Church Sunday
7
Complete Line

SERVICE

Hearing Aid Batteries

REPAIR

Mrs. Ida Howard

Greenfield Monument Works

sr

Mrs. Arley Morris

I> ANNOUNCES
Evening Classes for the Spring Quarter
BUSINESS LAW 411 Fundamental
principles of law most frequently involved in business practice. Three
hours credit.
SLIDE RULE (Engineering Problems 121) Methods of analysis and solution of selected elementary engineering problems, with emphasis on systematic procedure and accuracy in the
making and checking of computation;
use of the slide rule and tables. Two
hours credit.
ACCOUNTING 211 (Principles of Accounting) A beginning course in accounting theory and practice. Three
hours credit.
ACCOUNTING 212 (Principles of Accounting). The second course in accounting with emphasis on partnerships and proprietorships. Prerequisite:
Accounting 211. Three hours credit.
ACCOUNTING 213 (Principles of Accounting) Elementary corporation accounting with emphasis on bonds,
funds, and reserves. Prerequisite: Accounting 211-212 or equivalent. Three
hours credit.
BUSINESS LETTER WRITING 431
Principles and practice of modern
business letter writing with emphasis
on mechanics and content. Three hour
credit.

OFFICE MACHINES 321 Pfbvides
the fundamental knowledge and
training necessary for the basic skill
in the operation of commonly used
office machines. Three hours credit.
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
446 Principles and policies governing
present-day employer-employee relationships; problems and practices in
personnel management. Three hours
credit.
TYPEWRITING 212. The second
course in typewriting. Includes special emphasis on letter writing, tabulations, business forms and business reports. Two hours credit.
ENGLISH 111 Writing and intensive
reading for meaning and ways of expressing meaning. Three hours credit.
ENGLISH 213 Masterpieces of American Literature from Franklin to
Mark Twain, Prerequisite: English
111-112-113. Three hours credit.
JEWELRY MAKING (Crafts 332 a
or b) Creative design and techniques
for jewelry. One and one-half hours
credit.

Registration - Tuesday Evening, March 21, 1961, at 7 p. m. in Room 325 of
the Administration Building.
Class Meetings-The classes meet one night weekly from 7 to 10 p. m. Evenings to be decided by the class and instructor:
Each course carries college credit.

Mrs. Arley Morris, 61, Water
Valley, Route 2, died after•a short
illness. Funeral services were held
at the Bayou de Chien Cumberland Presbyterian Church with
Rev. L. E. 51oore, pastor, officiating. Burial by Jackson Brothers of
Dukedom was in Camp Beauregard cemetery.
Mrs. Morris was born in Graves
County, Ky.. June 5, 1899. She
was the daughter of the late William Henry and Cora Neely Barnes•
Survivors include a son, Pvt.
Charles Morris, Ft. Knox; two
daughters, Mrs. Earl Carter, Water Valley, Mrs. Govfe Dublin, Water Valley; seven grandchildren,
one great grandchild and a brother, Gid Barnes of Mayfield.

Mrs.Zilla McAlister
Mrs. Zilla McAlister, 88, widow
of James F. McAlister, died March
10 in Joliet. Illinois. She was a
native of Weakley County, Tenn.
Her husband preceded her in
death in 1937.
Survivors inclede a daughter,
Mrs. Rice Powell of Joliet, 111. a
son, Elmer Brawner of Joliet; two
step-daughters, Mrs- Pearl Sinkley and Miss Eunice McAlister of
Fulton; two brothers, Walter Cunningham and George Cunningham
of Dukedom.
Funeral services were held on
March 13. Burial was in Enon
cemetery.
Hornbeak Funeral Home was in
charge of arrangements.

Basic research at the University
of Kentucky has been cited by the
Education
Regional
Southern
Board in its publication, "University Research-Frontiers of the
Future." Mentioned specifically is
research with chemical applications used to rid forests of Inferior or cull trees which often lower the quality of better trees.
Why not trade where you are
welcomed ever day in the year

RUPTURE
Its /Ir...1t.C.

The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "M13* Trues
No Belts - No Straps No Odors
Approved by Doctors - The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss

408 Lake St.

We have complete stock

Dayton V-Belts
for HOME and FARM
Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE 201
FULTO7

Call Ds To Save
Money On Repairs
A satisfied customer Is our
best testimonial. That hi
why we give YOU task efficient, technical service and
low rstes on TV repairs, Ti
all adds-up to paving yes
money!

306 Main Street

Phone 70

Fulton

Phone 307

SPRING SALE
Merry March Savings March 17 - 25th
Unice Rake
niGularlY $3.45

$2.60
Dri-Pak Batteries

Premium quality.
Rugged steel.
Hardwood handle. Built to
last. (No.
DB15)

most makes except
0-Volt • • fits
proFord, Mercury . . 24-month
rate guarantee. (No. S1-24)

$11.60

Regularly $15.25'

Fords, MercerYs . •
6-Volt ... for
(No
24-month pro-rata guarantee.
S2L-24i

2gal. Gas Can
1
2/

$11.70

Regularly $15.35'

$1.95

most makes . .
12-Volt • . fits
S24-36)
36-month guarantee. (No.

regularly
$2.95

$16.95'

Regularly $22.70'

Galvanized and painted
too for double rust protection. Built-in oil 'measure.
(No. VeA)

10% down. 6 otootits to pay.
'Plus old battery

Shovel

$1.65
24 Ft. Extension Ladder

regglarly
$2.25
16-gauge Meet,
high - carbon,
heat - treated.
Lacquered to
preveat rust.
(No. UTB-5)

Built for safety. Thick Hickory
rungs, treated with Pants preservative. Air-dried hemlock
rails. Rope, pulley included.

4....

21.25
regularly $28.40

5 Gal. Motor Oil

Steel Vise

'4.75

$8.50

4tifit $10.95

regularly

regularly $6.55
20 or 30 weight Bureau Premium -finest heavy duty type o11.
Resists oxidation, corrosion,
thinning. Kero can.

Top quality. Tool steel
jaw facings. Jew width.

2gal.Compressed
1
3/
Air Sprayer

12-Qt.
Pall

75c

7'01.61

UK CITED FOR BASIC
RESEARCH BY SREB

CITY DRUG CO.
For additional information call Martin 5-2715

CHURCH SUNDAY

Roper Television

CITY DRUG CO.
508 Lake Street

ATTEND

Anteneas tratalled

tor all makes of hearing aids!
VIM ear Hearing Aid Department at your first opportunity.

DEATHS

U-T Martin Branch
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BUY MORE, SELL LESS!
The U. S. importing cotton goods
above its export mark! It happened last year. Preliminary reports
by the U. S. Department show
that cotton goods imports inThe 1961 edition of VA Fact creased 64 percent to a new high
Sheet IS-1, "Federal Benefits for of 566,000 bale equivalents.
Veterans and Dependents" is now
on sale at the U. S. Government
On Feb. 19. 1954, General LemPrinting Office in Washington,
uel C. Sheperd, Jr., Commandant
D C.
This booklet lists all major of the Marine Corps, broke ground
benefits available to U. S. vet- for the Marine Corps War Memerans, explains eligibility require- orial in Arlington, Va.
ments for veterans or their dependents and describes the nature
of the benefits and where application should be made, Olney B.
Owen, Manager of the VA Regional Office in Louisville, said today.
A single copy may be purchased
from the printing office for 15
cents. A discount may be secured
for quantity purchases.

Union City's number one ob-,partments.
He said it will give both the
jective--the hiring of a city manager-was again being considered councilmen and the candidate a
The Tennessee Valley Authority
as local councilmen met with • chance to look each other over.
will build-a 81,700.000 power subAccording to Mr. Williams, the
candidate for the position. The
station near here next year, a city
38-year-old candidate was to prospective city manager is presofficial said Veto:,
spend his time in private meeting ently employed as city manager
The station, v. ith a capacity of
with Union City's councilmen, and of a Southern city of about 8,000
150,000 kilo-watt amperes, will be
population. Ile said the man was
will be shown over the city.
Feed Your Hogs
built on a 28-acre site with coneducated at the University- of
Vice Mayor Dixon Williams North
struction scheduled to be cornCarolina and studied a year
by late fall.
said the councilmen will introduce ei the
field of municipal adminis- pleted
the candidate to as many people
James D. Huffman, superintration.
4 city board of pub.
of 0
as possible and will give him a
tendent
The candidate •is married and
lic utilities, said the new substaA Completely Balanced chance to look over the city's de- has two children.
tion is needed to meet the inThe candidate is the second
Ration For Fast, Efficicreased power demands of Paris
prospective city manager to visit
and other cities within a 50-mile
ent Gain
Union City. However, councilmen
radius.
have talked to several other prospects over the telephone and
have received 35 applications for
-Fulton, KY
the position.
•
s
Mr. Williams said at least one
more
prospect will visit The city
4
before any decision Is madeDr. E. F. Crocker, prominent
Mrs. Glynn Bieliart ,of the Tiny
.
Fulton physician since 1952, has
Toggery, was elected president of
the Fulton Retail Merchants Assoannounced that he will leave Fulciation at their meeting last week.
ton around July 1, to take up
Also elected was Charles Binford,
residency in Plastic Surgery in
of Evans Drug, who will serve as
Nashville,
in
the Baptist Hospital
secretary-treasurer. Those comTennessee He has sold his interposing the new Board el' Directors
est in Hillview -Hospital to Dr
are: Mrs. Bushart, Mr. Binford,
JohnFtagsdale, his partner. AnWilliam, Scott Louis Weeks, Clyde
on
other doctor is slated to go
Mrs °den Fowler has been re- Williams, Jr., Thad Fagen ,Bobby
duty at the hospital around May 1.
elected president of the South Ful- Scates and Flynn Powell.
Dr. Crocker is a graduate of the ton PTA, for the 1961-62 year
Questionnaires concerning holi_
University of Tenneasee Medical Others elected were: Mrs. Mae day closing, summer closing, store
School in Memphis and served his Burrow, vice president; Mrs. Otis hours during holidays and other
ON
Internship In Memphis Baptist LeCornu, second vice president; Items were mail.'('out this week.
Hospital. He practiced medicine Mrs. Mick Sanders, secretary; and
In Milan, Tennessee, before com- Mrs. W. W. Jetton. treasurer.
ing to Fulton in December, 1952.
Mrs. Hattie Covey, nurse conHe and Dr. Jack Blankenship built sultant of the Jackson-Madison
the Hillview Hospital several County Hospital in Jackson, TenFirst Industrial Plan
years ago.
nessee, presented a program on
107 South 6th St.
mental retardation.
Dr Crocker says that he -plane
A donation of ten cents is asked
Paducah
to move his family to Nashville
from each PTA member to help
Mrs. Ida Howard_ 86, sister-insometime after May.
clear the debts of the new state law of Mrs. Lola Howard and a
office building in Nashville- This former Graves county resident,
offering should be turned in to died March 8 In Akron, Ohio. She
the teachers at the South Irtillon was the widow of Ed Howard.
School by Friday, March 18.
Survivors include a son, CharYears
In Operation 61
lie Howard of Louisville; two daughters. Mrs. John Lassiter and
UK ALUMNUS NAMED
Mrs. Walter McConnell, both of
YEAR'
OF
'CHEMIST
Akron.
• Large Display •
Murray Raney, an alumnus of
Services were held March 12 at
• Well Lighted At Night •
Kentucky
of
University
the
3 p. m at the Pilot Oak Baptist I
•
Afternoons
• Open Sunday
(1909), has been named "chemist Church. Brother Charles Vincent
of the year" by the Chattanooga officiated. Burial by Jackson Bro(Tenn.) Section of the American thers was in the church cemetery.
FI'LTON
Chemical Society. He is president
J. B. MANESS & SONS
AD 5.2293
('AU. 124
of the Raney Catalyst Co. of
CereweritId. Tenn
Chattanooga.

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration

Book Available Page 7
Listing Benefits
To Vets, Families

Sprays thoroughly. rapidly, uniformly. Adjusts from fine mist
to 30 ft. spray. Top quality.
(No. 140U)

5 Gals. Fence & Barn Paint

Heavy steel. Hot galvanized after forming for
superior rust protection
(No. 121)

Round Tub

ier$2.49

13.95
regularly $19.90
White. By Unico. Resists checking
and cracking. Cleans itself -stays
white No lead. Non-toxic. (No 241
or 271)

Holds 17 % gals. Heavy
steel. Hot galvanized after
forming for superior rust
protection. (No. 3)

SOUTHERN STATES

morn COOPERATIVE
l'entral AvC

SOUTHERN
STATES
ne
Don
.
NV

South Fulton

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY
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BURK HALL rubberized latex
paint. Use on sheet rock, paper or
plastered walls. $4.98 per gallon.
Outside, self-cleaning white paint.
Area police have reportd no
Fume proof, mildew resistant. One new developments in the death of
THANK YOU!
coat covers. $4.98 per gallon. Ful- a 44-year-old Arlington man who
To all who were solicitous of ton Paint and Glass. Phone 900. was brutally beaten last Wednesmy welfare during my recent
near Paducah. Police
MAN WANTED to supply Raw- day night
Ackness, may I say "thanks" and
legal Products to consumers in are running down every police
God Love You.
information leading to
Fulton Co-or City of Fulton. Good clue for
Sincerely,
the capture of the killers.
time to start. Write Rawleigh's,
Bob Hyland
Carnie Stepnens was beaten
Dept. KYC-1071-28, Freeport, III.
Or See: Bill Johnson, Box 352, with what was apparently • jack
McCracken County Coronhandle.
Springs,
Russell
Ky.
CARD OF THANES
er James Davis said. Mrs. StephMAYTAG
WASHERS,
standar°
ens was thrown in a water filled
I wish to express my deep apand automatic models, $139.95 ditch but was not injured.
predation for the many cards, letservice.
and
gales
11P
,
and
I
Police said Mrs. Stephens gave
tars, flowers and prayers that
Bennett Electric, Pnone 201.
this account of what happened:
received during my stay in the
The couple was returning to
hospital in Florida.
WANT TO BUY: Standing timber,
Mrs. Eva Johnson
all species, 16" and up in dia- Arlington from a visit with Stemeter. Write or phone The South' phens' parents in Fulgham. While
FOR SALE: 100 nice feeding hogs. I ern Star Lumber Co., McKenzie, driving on State Highway 307
somewhere between
Arlington
Tenn.
Weighs from 60 to 120 lbs. Can be
and Fulgham they met a car that
seen a my farm. J W. Ward
AMBITIOUS
enjoy
people
success
was driving over the center line.
Day phone 2186 night 2917.
through training in Stenography,
Her husband pulled over and
Accounting,
Clerical, SPEED- stopped and the other car also
WRITING Shorthand and Medi- stopped. Mrs. Stephens said three
cal SPEEDWRITING Shorthand youths between 16 and 19 got out
at BRUCE BUSINESS of the other car and started to get
Courses,
For The
INSTITUTE, 308 Popular St., into the Stephens auto.
Martin, Tenn. SUMMER SCHOOL
Stephens asked, "What's going
begins June 12. Classes daily,
Mon. thru Fri. Also, TEENAGE
TYPING CLASS, June 19 to July
28. GET FREE INFO TODAY!

CLASSIFIED ADIg

on?" arid one of the youths replied, "This is • robbery."
Mrs. Stephens said she handed
over her purse containing $60, but
her husband resisted. It was then
the three started hitting htm.
With Stephens either unconscious or dead, two of the youths
rode in the Stephens car and the
third followed in the other vehicle.
About 10:30 p. m. Carl Morris,
who drives the Barkley Field airport limousine at Paducah, noticed
the Stephens car stopped near a
deep water filled ditch. The headlights were on and Mrs. Stephens
was just emerging from the water.
Coroner Davis said it appeared the
youths had tried to drive the car
into the ditch, but it stuck in the
mud. Stephens' boci.y was in the
car.
The woman was unable to give
a good description of the three and
could not tell officials what kind
of car they were driving.
She was so vague about details
that authorities have not been able_
to pinpoint the exact location
where the couple was halted However, they believe it was in
either Hickman or Carlisle counties, about 25 miles from Paducah.
The incident happened shortly
and
FREE TERMITE INSPECTIONafter 9 p. m., police said.
Estimate for treatment and reStephens was an employe of the
pairs only if necessary. Call Chas.
Clinton Garment Company at
Regardless
condiweather
of
H. Phillippy
Clinton. His wife is emploYed at
Tiptonvirle AL36908 or AL3-7378 Clyde Oliver- tions, March is the important Arlington.
strawberry setting month. While
Dresden 6501 (nights)•
most plants usually are in the
ground now, there is still time, ac- •
MsCOIWOILL NEWS
cording to J. J. Bird, associate
Bea, L. T. Caldwell •
FREE PARKING!
U-T Extension horticulturist.
buy it at
Tennessee Beauty leads other
Mr. Floyd Weeks recently purvarieties in yields, Bird said, adding that this particular variety chased the grocery store here formerly
operated by 11, L. 1.eCorriu
is "safest" in low areas where
blossom freeze may be a hazard.. and first known as the Guy HarNext in average yields are Dix- ris Grocery.
Across from
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Gill were
Furniture Company
ieland, Pocahontas and Blacke- I
Coca-Cola Plant
more. Where red stele exists, Bird dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs
George
Kennedy of near Martin
Drive-In-Service
recommends Surecrop.
In fertilizing, start with a high Friday night.
Package Ice
Miss Betty Welch of Memphis
reserve of phosphate. Apply nitrogen to newly set plants once be- spent the week-end with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ligon Welch,
TROUBLE?
fore June 1. Then, Bird said, apply
Mrs- Loren Bizwell and daughat least 100 pounds of ammonium
We can't keep you out of it,i
nitrate per acre, confined to full ter, Annette, visited her mother,
but with one of our Low--.1 '
WARD'S
bed widths. "Remember that the Mrs. Alfred Ledbetter and huspayment plan-!
L
Cost, three
highest strawberry yields in Ten- band Sunday.
MUSIC SHOP
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES. 3
Mrs. Dwight Drumm and daughnessee are produced without apWe can be at your side
RCA and Magnavox
plying nitrogen in the spring be- ter. Debbie, of Martin spent SunImmediately.
day
with her mother, Mrs. L. T.
fore harvest," Bird said.
Our Adjuster Carries His
TV and Hi-Fi
Caldwell ancf
Cheek Book!
AMERICAN FARMERS ATTENMrs. Wayne ICilgoye and Mrs.
Phone Til 59401
Union City
TION:-During remainder of this Bertis Levister of Martin visited
Wick Smith Agency
March,
anyone
their
sister, Mrs. L. T. Caldwell,
purchasing
either
(Complete stock)
24 Hour Service
Good selection of records a pair of work or dress shoes from last week.
Phone 62 - Nthhth 160
this store will get a subscription
Mr. David Long of Pierce spent
on LP and 45 rpm
di Ranch magazine
Sunday night with his grandparMail orders---Snecial orderg to Farm
THE EDWARDS STORE
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Long and
Mayfield, Ky.
Polly.
Mr. Paul Long visited his broFOR REPel : Flom wasscling ma- ther.
Curtis Long, at the Luckett's
WE RENT - chine and e00a4ric floor polish- Rest Home at
Gleason last ThursFor Every Occasion
er and "[citric vaeuum clean- day. Mr.
Curtis' remains unHospital beds
HALLMARK greeting Cards
Furniture
co.
Exchange
ers.
changed.
Mrs. Farris McAlister and Mrs
RYTEX "Personallser
TV ANTENads: we installtrade-repair arisl move. dist Tommie Searce of Fulton spent
Baby beds
Stallawsw
Friday
with Mrs. Doris Moss.
our prices. We servite all amber
Vacuum Cleaners
Mrs. James Harris and Sondra
TV. Phone 307, Roper Television

BEST

went Sunday with Mr. and Mn
Thomas Osteen and children.
We send Get-Well Wishes to
Ligon Welch, who is suffering
with pneumonia, David Cook Parrish and Bradley Boggess.
The Friendship Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. Lorene Robey
on Wednesday afternoon, March
15th, with Mrs. Ester Brown acting as co-hostess.
Brother Jack
McClain from
Clinton, Kentucky has be4sn chosen
as the new preacher at the Baptist Cl.urch and will commence
working with the McConnell congregation the first of April.

PROMOTED!
Eugene Pigue has been promoted to Business Promotion
Representative of the Columbia Gas
Company of Lexington. He formerly served as credit manager.
He is one of Pamelle and
Bertes
Pigue's bright young boys.
WISP

I

FLOWERS

Scott's Floral Shopp
Phone 20-2
Raton
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

DONT MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.

Floor polishers

WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky.

see --

W.BURROW
Phone 81

c'arm Loans
Conventionai Loans
FHA Loans
The very best selection of rea;
estate for sale at all times

FULL QUART $5.00

$4.00
$2.50
$1.80

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

IMMO

•

Visit our store at
316 Commercial Ave

Real Estate in Fulton
CHARLES
309 Walnut

Feed Your Hogs

Painting and paperhanging
contractors
.MIMM

When It s

Hiram Walker Quality
In A Bich, True
Bourbon
5th
Pint
ti Pint

Boaz & Robbins

I

Benj. Moore Paints
Wallpaper
Phone 1610

With Your Home
Grown Grain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky.

Top '0 The Morning
To You!

MELLOW-MASH

Yellow
stone
The Greatest American Whiskey
tenturtv Stral0ht Bourbon 30 4 100 Proof Bottl.-In Pond
lallillil&lettita B tilitantOist 011111.1.115 CO 10013,0f ff -musses° sr

FREE

Also Available in 5Year Bottled In Bond
Fifth - $4.75
Pints.
$2.95
Halt Pints $1.50

SI ao4

We ('ash Payroll Cheeks
Store Hours:
Mon thru Thurs 8 to 8
FRI - SAT
8 to 9

.IST'S HAVE A PARTY

I have me times when I'm lucky,
And I have me troubles galoreI lay it to banshees and fairies
A-placin' their rings 'round me door
'Tis jest that me heart moves so easy,
Me tears lay so close to me laughter;
But may the good Saints preserve usTis a happy St. Patrick's I'm after.

Visit
HAPPY'S
idort

esispiese

glosk in
EilideMity

Felton, Ky.
442-44 Lake Street

•••••

I

Try A

FREE DR. PEPPER HOT!
,r• price Rtic plus ricp,, I ,

Libby's 4-oz. cans

FRIDAY MARCH 17th

rm.)

With Purchase of 4 Plymouth
Light Bulbs for
$1
ti.vorki., (biblical Cookies or
Lemon Custard Sandwiches
Each 29c
Libby's (Case Price $5.25) 4 303 cans

Vienna Sausage, 5 for $1. Fruit Cocktail
89c
Libby's Frozen
Pork & Beans, 4 for $1. CHERRY PIE 3 for $1.
Ground Beef 3 Lbs. $1. Cello Pkg.
CARROTS .... 10c
Swift
2 For
Toppy Bacon Lb. 39c Mix or Match! Green
Onions & Radishes 15c
Swift Brookfield
CHEESE 2 Lb. Box 79c BANANAS Lb. 10c
10-Lb. Bag Red
Alpine
(25-Lbs. $1.59)
POTATOES .... 47c FLOUR 10-Lb. bag 69c
Rosedale Sliced
No. 1 1-4 cans
Libby Sli. or Crushed
2 1-2 Can
PINEAPPLE 5 cans $1. PINEAPPLE ... 39c
Libby's 14-oz. cans

Libby's Crushed

Seeing th
Brenda V
student.
correct

(('sap Price $875)

No. 2 can

Libby No. 211 can

PINEAPPLE

... 29c
Pineapple juice, 6 for 49c
Libby Pineapple-Grapefniil
DRINK 3 16-oz. cans 89c Libby 46-oz. Can
Pineapple Juice 3 for $1.
Swift
(( axe Price $6.75

(Case Price 51.991

(Case Price $3.391

Premium

BACON
WEINERS

PEARS

ase Price $3 751

Lb.
Lb.

Rosedale sliced

59
49c

No. 2 can

PINEAPPLE 3 cans $1.
303 cans FOUR CANS FOR ... $1.

Taking no
the NV..
right, Ein
Simpson

(Case Price $5.89)

Libby's Yellow Cling Sliced or 1-2

321 2 cans

I

Libby's Frozen Sliced

89c Strawberries 5 for $1.

takt"

(Case Price $4.80)

CATCHUP 5 14-oz. Bottlef:
Libby Hamburger Sliced Dill

$1.

Rosedale Golden Cream Style

PICKLES 2 12-oz Jars 35c CORN

7 303 cans $1
Libby Sweet
- (Case Price $4.50)
7 303 cans $1.
PICKLES 16-oz. jar 39c PEAS
Libby Golden Cream Style
Libby Garden Sweet
5 303 cans $1.
PEAS 5 303 cans $1. CORN
Fresh, Meaty
Rosedale Garden Sweet

(Case Price 475)

SPECJAL COLPON VALUE
50- FREE
S&H GREEN STAMPS

Your Favorite Beverages

..1..4.4•4
"s• ho .ha
par-nein&
South Fa

Xs.

FREE!5 Lbs. Sugaw

114•••404 aoorboo !Moho, 4 Tows OW

HIFLAIK WALKER & SONS, NC.. PEORIA ILL.

MN,

FREE
Grocery Baskets
-One
boar
given away

(Case Price $2.10)

The shamrock. it is me own flower,
And a prettier one was ne'er seen;
And as for me favorite color.
The likes o' me caters ter green

request!

Register SATURDAY ter

(Case Price $6.75)

The likes of ye might be thinkin'
I'm using a bit o' the blarney,
Well, that I am-and proud of it,
And proud o' me native Killarney.

popular

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO Ltsffr

PEACHES
The top o' the mornin' to ye,
Sure, and I'm feelin' fine.
And if, perchance. ye're Irish
Be gorra, ye're friends o' mine.

by

Electi
campsit
in evid
carnpani
didates
agers
high In
In whir
ducted I
mighty
tion wet
grader,

Thur Friday - Saturday
March 16 - 17 - 18

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

_e

"THAT'S RIGHT,
NO BITE!" 11

when
Schoo
choice
school
the se
counci
school

CARLOAD
SALE

USED FURNITURE

EXCHANGE

DUDLEY TAYLOR, proprietor of
the 15.000 so• TAYLOR RANCH,
established in San Luis Obispo County,
California, In the 111704, says,

Repeated

March Is Time To
Set Strawberries

CLEANEST

JI

No Arrests Yet In Brutal Killing Of
Cantle Stephens;Police Search Area Mr.

with

this

coupon

and

pur-

chase of

Armour's Treet 49c
f, A A,A IA i\

SPARE RIBS _ _ _ _ Lb.
sem
icksrlsigra9
ALuEoupN
PLYMOUTH OLEO
2 LBS. for 9c
With this coupon
oOne coupon per family)

35c

And this
tory sign
ie Gowan
Doss,
CH
The Ja:
show tro
beauty ri
to April
as
31
Conflictin
made tin
But Jim
the date
Story on
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